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BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM: GENERAL COMMENTS

.The hallmark of ethnography in this century, folloWing the
Malinowskian"model,.has been the description of cultures in all4
their richness, diversity, and complexity. The primary emphasis
in ethnographic research has been placed on.holistic and contex-
tual analyses of human beliefs an behavior. Accordingly, insights
and understanding are thought to result from a deep and preferably
long immersion in the way of, life of the group teeing studied. The
ethnographer working itf this tradition attempts to gain for himself
---and to convey to others through his ephnographies---a "feel" for
the culture and knowledge about what it cis like to live as a Tro-

obriander, an Eskimo, or a Nuer, for example. The ethnographer
'learns by "walking in someone else's shoes," and he (or\she) trans-
mits what has, been learned by creating "thick descriptions" Of the
culture that has been experienced. For some anthropologists, saca
as Ward Goodenough4, the anthropologist has done his job well when
he is no longer surpri.sed by the .behavior of the people he is study-
ing and when he is able to perfori appropriately In the culture: he

'.no longer surprises the "natives" by his actions.

The traditional ethnographer 06d not
44,

require much, if any,
trai ing in field techniques and methods; indeed, for this, type of
research, all that was needed to be successful was intensive parti-
cipation plus sensitivity and perceptilveness on the part of the
field worker. Although taking a,--census and eliciting gehealogies
may have been ipcluded in the tool kit employed for gathering data,
on the. whole most da'ta were obtained through qualitative methods
such as observation%apd informal interviewing.

But,- increasingly s,ts have bee4 rejecting the
Malinowskian method of field work,jurning from 6neral, descriptive
studies to focused ethnography and the testing orhypotheses. Con-
currently, they have be01 adding to their repertoire a broad array
of tests and proce'dures that 'yield quantitative data. In the decades
following World War II, there occurred a dramatic increase in quan-
titative articles published in the major anthropological journals.
Such articles had been practically nonexistent 1.n 1945. This cen-
tinuing trend notwithstandpg, at.the present time publications based
on qualitative research methods still outnumber those based on quan-
titative methods. Indeed; even articles whit can be classified as

."quantiitative",ten4 to rely healpy'on qualitative methods for some
types of data and complementary analysEs. Moreover, significant seg-
ments of the profession t_ those with a:Rumanistic orientation parti-
.cularly, still eschew a ll forms of quantitative research.

Numerous criticisms of qualitative approaches to ethnography can
be made. The contemporary Mead-Freeman controversy over the inter-
pretation of the ethnographic reality in Samoa is a good example of
the kinds of problems that are generated by the overAreliance on 1 r,
qualitative materials and the'lackcof solid, Teplkcable .quantitative
methods. In ptber words, thg results are inherently debatable, ad
infinleUm. Bui other drawbacks also,exist. Such work tends to be

4



costly and time-consuming; 'good ethnographies require usually a minli-
mum of a year. of field work and another year or more devoted to analy-
si$ and writing. EthilographieS based on qualitative methods generally
are atheoretical, focused on the uniqueaspects of the situation being
studied, whether village or classroom, rather than on issues of much
broader concern. Often one does not know how10e.ethnographer "knows"
what he .or she reports, and spspicion of impressionistic overstatement
based on an inadequate amount of evidence'is warranted. Furthermore;
qualitative data are inherently difficult to handle, and established
criteria for analyzing such.materials are lacking (the canons of good

, research iri ethnography are incredibly loose and unspecified, to a
degree that would be foinid .ludicrous by scholars who are familiar with .

the rigor involved in historical research); The raw data normally. are
. available only to the ethnographers who recorded them, and they are not

available to be subjected to reanalysis by others or to be used in
comparative research.

At,the same time, many anthropologists would argue that anthro-
pologists excel at the nse of qualitative methods and that what dis-
tinguishes the discipline film the other social sciences i precisely
this reliance'onqualitative methods such as observation, p rticipa-
tion ari unstructured interviewing, and the basing of one's'conclu-
sions onl a rich understanding of tot context. Additionally, they
iiriglit at ue that the value of qualit ive ethnographic work resides
especial y in its unstructdred, open-ended, and exploratory nature.
It is, an approach which encourages discovery, intuitive Oderstandings,
and inductive insi'ghts.. It is an appropriate approach for a science
in the natural hi$tory phase: There is a certain validity to sucks
claims. t w

After a long and tinguished career, the eminent American
anthropologist, Georg Peter Murdock, concluded that the main con-
tribution that anthrcT logists-have made, the lasting monument to
their efforts, has b n not in the area of theory but rather in the
ethnographic corpus that they have generated.' Given the emphasis on
theory in, the discipline, this kind of concl4sion is somewhar shocking.
13ut Murdock may be right: theories may come And go, but the descrip-ti
tions of cdltures, many of which have subsequently disappeaied or
draAically change* that anthropologists have produced will survive.

In view of the above considerations, it seems reasonable to
suggest that what is needed is greats attention to the correction of
problems associated with qualitative approaches to ethnography. The
q4estion thatthe discipline must face is, Can'ways be found to elimi-
nate the negative aspects of.qualieative research? That is, can an
improverient in qualitative methods, as a significant complement to
quantitative methods lead to the flowing results:.

ti

a) a reduction inthe time and costs involved . dl:,
in collecting and analyziing data;

) ,

b) An increase in information-sharing with
colleagues doing similar work or involved,.

S
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in comparative analyses;

better control over the quality and the
depth of detail of data used in writing
an ethnography;

d) the creation of alternative means of
senting results;'

e) making the data available to a broader
audience, especially to groups having a
policy interest in the data, and to
posterity in the form of a permanent
field work record.

It is at this point that the computer enters the picture. It isentirely possible that,the use of coMputers.in ethnographic work may :allow the discipline to solve some of the above-mentioned problems,but before discussing this matter, a 'case history of the difficultiesinvolved in attempting to improve ethnographic work through conven-tial methods may help to highlight the problems and to underscorethe need to search for appropriate/technological 'solutions to theserioug" problem of data quality control in ethnographic research.

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM:. .A CASE HISTORY

When I returned from Peru in 1971 upon compldtion of ethnographic
field research for my dissertation, I discovered that,in a two-yearperiod an enormous amount of data had been collected, indeed an almostunmanageable quantity. My wife, Charlene' Bolton, and,I had typed ourfield notes on 5x8 cards, and our file.eonsisted'of more than 8,000such cards with single-spaced tIxt (approximAtely 1,600,000 words).We had also employed three natiVe assistants for most of the field

' period, and they had produced .dozens of notebooks filled. with their'observations on the village ve were studying as a team (particulaily
valuable for an "emit" perspective on 'the culture). Additionally, ,we,had'carried out a comprehensive census of the community (250 house-holds), obtaining reproductive histories.on all women in 'these sameinterviews, amd we had administered several questionnaires to samplesof-varying sizes. Finally,,we had borrowed thousands of villag4 docu-ments.(e.g., wills, minutes of community meetings, papers dealing witfidisputes and other:legal matters, and so forth), and all of these wehad typed'singl-spaced

on-legal-size paper-,-for a total of more than10,000 pages in documentary materials alone. Collecting inforpationwas not terribly' difficult, but the expense of transporting this materialhome began to give me some insight into the information "overload" wehad developed.

My wife occasionally questioOd my omnivorous, Boasian approachto data gathering, but I operatedLon the principle that any and allkinds of information about the community might eventually prove usw.fuld in our attempts to understand the culture' and behavior of thepeople in this village, particularly their involvement in aggressive

;
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action and interpersonal conflipt. Franz'ioas has Preen laughed at
and castigated over the years by anthropologists because he collec-
ted a lot of trivia, so-called. But what is trivia ip determined
at least in part, perhaps significantly, by theoretical perspective
and the questions in vogue at any given time. It isoften not
possible to know in admance what type of information might Attain
the key to the solution of an intelleumal problem: the se -pity
factor comes into play here, and tile true merit in qualita
.proaches in'anthropology may lie precisely in Xheir greate
ness and therefore their. serendipitous potential.

Vi I

Perhaps it is possible to have "too much" information, but "too'
much" is a concept that is meaningf4 only in relation to the ability ,.4.

of the analyst to process the informatpns ,generally, the more in-
formation one's theorizing is based on, the better. Certainly,, too
much information is likely to be better than too little. But of
course, information gthat is too voluminous to process is worthless,
or worse, because of the associated costs in time and money required
to collett it--and to the possible paralyzing effect it may have on

,--t.
,

the researcher's efforts to'analyze it.- Data do not speak for them-
(i"..selves. They must be analyzed. Ciyen time constraints (degrey dead-

. lines, publication pressures, and so forth) the corpus' of da.,a
gathered by my field team could not be digested thoroughly in' riting
a dissertation, and only a small chunk was "bitten off" for that pur-
pose; the rest was there for future analyses on avariety of other
topics. The serious problem with the masses of data in my possession
(estimated at more than 6,000;000 words pi textual materials alone) ..>
was one of accessibility. It turned out to be extremely diffic4lt to
retrive information efficiently from such a large corpus; My.own and
my wife's field notes had been coded in the field, using the Murdockt
HRAF system, with multiple eodel entered on each card as appropriate.
This coding, however,' was.not sufficiently detailed,to allow retrieval
of all the relevant information on a given topic, we found. The field
motes of my. assistants, the documents that had been copied, ands() on,
had not been coded at all. Hunting through the bound volumes of
materials wag like panning for gold; it was erious and time-consuming,
but it occasionally yielded valuable nuggets. In this situation, the
unfortunate choice becomes one of analyzing and presenting the results

. of an analysis of a topic without worrying abodt having u ized all i

the pertinent information in ones field materials or of rying out
many fewer. studies and basing them on ailitticulous search for all of'
the relevant material--the nuggets and the dust- =in one's,field corpus.
The real solytion to this dilemma, it would seem, is to impro''.
accessibility. o

An initial attempt to improve accessibility Ly a larger proportion
of the corpus was .made when bilingual work-study assistants became
available to me. They were employed to read and code more finely my
own and my wife's field notes and to code for the first time some of
the other materials. Once coded, however, it.was obvious that this was
not enough. What was needed was an index. It is cdmbersome to leaf is

through 18,000 pages to find information on a topic about which one is
,writing. The solution to this problem came when I participated in .a

seminar on the uses of APL that was held for faculty members at Pomona
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College. As part.of that seminar, a student and Iedeveloped an index
for the corpus. This index lists the page numbers in the field notes.
containing information on a specified topii. For example, code #4p1
deals with boats and code #513 with sleeping. The pages on which !
thert is some information on these'toplcs are inAicated.below. Since
these were not the focui of our research, only a fewpages are listed.
Code #578, in contrast, ingroup antagonisms, was related_to a focus
of our work and the index shorWs 32 Lines of page numbers in cynnection
with this code number,in many cases with entries indicating chunks of
field note pages (note: this discussion is.based,on the index for our

1 personal field notes alone, not the notes typedlein legal paper nor the'
field assistants' notehgoks)'.

4 "
a

'CODE PAGES

501

(boats)

52

366

53 69

377

75

383

97

417

(
513

(sleeping)

100 292 302 303 307 336 358 364

426 437 442 475 486 4913 :626 869.

1010 1025 1121 1122 1129 1131 1235-1241 1246 1248

1287 1629 1946r2380 2387 2543 2560 2601-2603

2608 2919 2980 3001 3008 3113 5104' 5105 5198 X275

5399. 5652

237 385 470 486 1252 1575 1902 1939 2633 2647

26.48 2656 2664 2672 2681 2748 2750 2927.4483 4491

4492 4501 5104 -5107 5120 5436 5566

0 .

Consequently, it is now possible.t look up information by going .to
the index (24 pages in length), finding fie appropriate code number,
and then checking the pages indicated by that code. Information that
has not been coded properly will be missed, to be sure, but acassi-
bility to ded topics is vastly Improved,: Such an inde* could have
been treat d by hand, but lasing the computer to creapethe.index has
significant advantages. For instance, one can.go back and. re -code a
page, adding new code numbersdeleting inappropriate ones, and-so
on, and then have the computer print out an up-dat4. correct version
at very little cost. Doing that by hand would be onexous'. Moreover,
kept on file in th computer, one could .custom design'tearches, e.g.,

,

one tivt looks fo the page numbers indicating-pages on.whith both
boats dnd sleeping are mentioned. Then, too, using an index.pIiminates
the practice of some 'ethnbiraphert of duplicating pages and inserting
them in several 4laces in their file. Suth a system is feasible if .1
the corpus is small but it becomes highly cumberson when large amounts
of data are involved. 'With ,the present system, one simply numbers all
the pages and then retrieves them by number as needed.

N

This. is a simple use of the computer, but ole that helps the
. ethnographer to manage a large data bpse.which includes an immense

7



`body of qualitative information. This project has given me much
greater access to my data that I otherwise would have, and therfore
it not only enhances productivity but enables me to base my analyses
on all the information in my possession rather than the most acces-
sible segment. Yet, it must be concluded that this system is
primitive. Given the technological 4revolution that has taken place,
especially the microcomputer revolution, I would never again engage
in large-scale, intensive ethnographic data gathering without.putting
the information .itself in machine - readable form from the outset;
i.e., in.the field. By "computerizing" the.data from the beginning
one could markedly increase accessibility, having the computer do
the actual retrieving of data from the field note corOup,'ratfier
than simgly pointing to the printed pages on which the inent'in-
formation is to be found.' In most cases, .it is likely t e-oo
expensive for anthropologists to convert qualitative field notes
gathered In traditional ways Into a proper format for computerized
retrieval, but creating indices to theirfield notes, if a .large
corplis is involved, may.help them, nonetheless, to utilize those
materials more efficiently.

This case study illustrates the kirids of problems that motivated
the,cufrent research project discussed in the remainder-of this
report. Ethnographic field work in'the future should look somewhat
different from what it looked like in the past.. The incorporation
of computers in the research process from throutset should have a
significant impact on the quality of research dope by anthropologists.

, COMPUTERS IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Although there has been a considerable ,crease in methodological
i-.discussions in the anthropological literaturesdurinethe past fifteen

years, few authors have discussed methods of recording and analyzing
qualitativeodata. To be-sure, "problems". of field work have been
dealt with, usually such matters as 'how to .dress, what to eat, how to
establiskrapport, and so forth.. But it is. almost imppssible to lo-
cate indepth discussion-of how. to record qualitative information and
how to process J.t. Satisfactory information abo6t how ethnographers
actually record and process their quaktative data simply not
available. 'However,'*it can be presumed_that they continue to use
pencil- and - notebook techniques for:riting down what they learn through
obsu*ations'or interviews. Probablk-many.,L3e1d..w04ers type up notes
from notebooks, i.e., on-cards or sheets of paper. 'I some cases, not
cards are coded, acsOrdkng to some system such as Murdock'st mentioned
earlier. Thiploadz, but' not More, can be gleaned' from Mgthods accounts.

While such methods may, have been justifiable, appropriate,44and
even, inevitable when most. ethnographic research wad done-inAsmall,
isolated.communities, they are hardly satisfactory under changing con-
ditions in which the distipline finds itself today, accused of con-
centrating on the esoteric and of producing results that,cannot be
replicated by' other inveAigators. More work ii.being'done now in
illdustrialturBan settings; more work is part of larger research'efftrts
that are interdisciplinary and that involve teams of investigators,

rt
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and as anthropologists find it necessary to seek employment outside
,Jacadetia, More-research wil. -need to accommodate to demands for greater
applied. ffectiveness and scientific validity. Consequently, it is
absolutely essential that anthropologists develop improved methods
for handling qualitative data, Adliances in computer technology, both
in hardware and software, should make it possible to implement the

.

needed improvements.
. ' t,

.8.

N. . .

The fundamental objective of,the present proSect was to seek
,out information fram.and about anthropologists w10 have experimented

with new methods of recording and processing qualitative field data
insofar as it involved the .use of computers, particularly fn the

.

4

dP4

fieldsituatio'n. The goal was tO,find out where irigs stood at
the time this grant was approved--what had alrea y been done., 'And,
a second objective was to obtain some.data that might cast light on
the possibilities, prospects, and problems likely to be encountered
iti the future asanthropologists moved in the direction of computer-*
.zing field datal. Following some tomments on the uses of computers
in anthropology generally, these issues will be examined given the
results of our research activities since the inception of the`pro- .

.

iject.

Anthropologists have been utilizing computes almost from the
beginning df their availability to academic scientists. Pot onag
a small number o'f-anthropollogists. did become involved with this tool
in the early'years. &In 1962 a conference sponsored by the Wenner-
Gren Foundation was,held,at Burg Wartenstein, Austria with the theme
,of "the.use of computers.in anthropology." 'The volume that resulted
(edited by Dell Hymes) was pertiaily n introduction to the computer
for an.thropoloOsts and also an introduction to the'pbssible uses
that the computer might have in anthropology. .It covered a vartety .

of topics including linguistic data processing, statistical processing,
content analysis techniques,, Simmlation, numerical classification
techniques'among others. At that time thtcomPuter hge was only
about fiftpen:years.C.1d1 And one concern of conference participants
was the availability'and costs associated with computer usage.
By the late 1970s such concerns may not have vanished totally, but
they clearly had diminished, even before. the advent of)microeomputexa

. ,

at low prices,. Lack of availability is not. a valid reason .for not
-using computers in the present age, although in speci is cases costs
may be prohibitive where individuals do not have free a ess to com-
puters,but must pay. 4,

An indication of just how available computers.are.can begleined.
from the. pages of the GUIDE TO ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENTS. I examined
all entries' Fn the r078-1979 GUIDE and obtained th6 following results:

I

168 departments(53%) specifically mention the
availability of computing facilities for their
students,

148 departments (47%) fail 'to mention computers,
- but such failure does not necessary'imply that

. -

1
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computers are not available to students in those .

programs.

Of the 76 universities reporting the granting of PhDs in 1977-1978,
48 (63%) specifically mentioned the allability of compUter faclli-
tfvs, while 27 (37%) failed to mention such facilities. Of t ese
latter, it is clear that they'must have such facAp.ities but sin
believedothat mention ofPcomputese was unnecessary (to be assumed
among those not mentioning computets, One had Prestigious depart.-
ments (e.g., ChicagC, UCB, UCLA, HarvardY as well as less highly
ranked programs. One cannot tell from these mentions of computer
resource& the ease of access'for,staft ancistudents, although some

`4",,t..4stitutions did specify that use of computer, resources was free,'
and others indicated the presence of such resources within'the
department itself, Having remote terminals to mainframes is by no
means uncommon within anthropology departmenis, and computer in-
ternships have been created in some departments to aidanthropolo,-,
gists Is computerizing their research activities.

Availability and sophisticated ese,of computers are quite dif-.
ferent things, `'of course. Another way of looking at how widespread
computer use is, is to find out how many anthropologists are
specialists in the use .of this tool.= Again, the GUIDE 'TO ANTHROPOLOGY
DEPARTMENTS comes in handy. The GUIDE lists spialties for those
faculty members listed. Admittedly these are not comprehensive in-
dications of a scholar's interests or competencies, lieint rather
brief. However, an indication of.how extensive computer knowledge.
is in anthropOlogy can be gleaned from .these lists of specialties.
In the.1978-1979 4633 - individuals are listed.as belonging to
departments or museums. total of 36 individuals mention-computer
applications or Artificial iptelligence (which is generally closely
linked to eomputer interest's) as on Of their specialties, in o4hpk
words fewer than,1% of'the'prbfession, The affiliations an8
specialties of these indilhduals Eire noteworthy: 'upon inspection
some of them turn out to be sociologists or geographers worIang,in
anthropology departments or combined departments* and in one or two
cases they are computer epecialists,

not antl-iropOlogists., Most of. the
others are archaeologists and ptlysical'anthropologists (whose work
with computers is alltioSt exclusively quantitative rather than qual.i-
tative). As nearly as I could determine only eight of the 36 are
individuals whose 'primarY affiliation is with sociocultural or
tic anthropology; .by name, they are Jon °non, Eugene Harm4-1, John
Wood, Benjamin-Colby, Christine Fry, OsWald Werner, George.Collier,.
and Henry Selby)'' That is, eight out:of'gpproXimately 3,000 socio-
Cultural anthrowlogists. is-sufficiently irivoived in computers to list
this among their four or 'five major interests1 This number may be
increasing, and I'suspect that an ahalysis of the 1983-1984 GUIDE
might show somewhat' higher figures and'scime additional 'names.

That there are few anthropologists specialized in computer
developments within the field is clear. Fdrthermore, inquiries con-
cerning requirements for the PhD in anthropology suggest that com-

-8-
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potence-in computer methods is never required by any department'for
the granting of the degree; indeed, computer training at least dm,'
the.late 1970s was not required.' At most, we discovered there was
A requirement for either statistics or computer science. In some
-instances, however, the gaining of-computer competence was 'facilir-
tared by. allowing a student to substitute computer skills (or quan-
titative'skills and statistics) for a language: Thus, according to
the GUIDE, Bryn Mawr, American, Illinois, Massachusetts, Northwestern,

',and Utah'permitted graduate students to learn to us'e the computer ant,
rather than a foreign language: I did uncover one institution 9r
program, the jointAhD program: in, medical anthropNogy at the Univer-
sity of California at Safi Tralicisco and Berkeley, 6hat' required a
course, in Computer Applications in Anthropology, which was described
as "an introduction to data processing methods most.commonlygised by
medical anthropalogistg"...how a computer works; data form design,

.

keypunchipg, use of SPSS and BMD program-packages, and interpretation
of computer output."

In other institutions there may be analdgous required courses
(cases that we missed in our survey of catalogs and the GUIDE), but
it is .safe to conclude that in general as of the late 1970s when
most of the research on this project was conducted, learning hew to
use the computer wasnot a well-integrated subject IA anthropol
advanced degree prOgrams. But graduate' students were'using' th

.pcompilter'in their work, and I shall return to this later when
cussing the results of our study of dissertation researe1.

But the computers in anthropology genetJlly and the'.use
of computers in field work by. sociocultural anthropologists doing
ethnographic research are.two separate issues., One of the fundamen!al
goals of the.cUrrent project was to answer the follbwing question:*

.

WHAT EXPERIVENT4,_HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO USE COMPUTERS
IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD WORK'? HAVE SUCH EXPERIMENTS BEEN
SUCCESSFUL/ liluvr PROBLEMS' HAVE BEEN ENCOUNTERED IN THIS
TYPE OF,WORP

In short, our goal was to find out what ethnographers had done by the
' late 1970s to try to use computers in, their field work.

COMPUTERS IN THE FIELD

To attempt to answer the question(s) noted above, I undertook
an extensive search operation to try to identify and contact scholars
who had used computers in field work. The procedures used were those
specified in our research proposal, and they included the folloWing
activities.

A. Literattre search. I made a careful survey of the anthro-

79-
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poldgical literature to find any publications that might mention the
use of computers in field work:- An important byproduct of this work
was the creation of a "Bibliography of -Anthropological Uses, of
puters". That bibliography is attadddto this report as Appendix I.0 Thig bibliography has been, circulated to a number of anthropologists
Agfily-involved in computes applications, and several :of them have
gone over 'it and suggested additions 4t various ppints. The attached .

ergion was completed August 23, 198-2. Some.additional references for
1983 and.1984 are to be added to it before it is submitted for'0U1011-
cation during the-summer of 1984. .Those who have received copies of
the bibliography have found tt useful according to comments received

, from them.

.4 .Did this literature search, then, prodtkce any information of
rblevance. to the question(s) that this part of.the project was to
answer.. It-did; but the evidence was negatiVe, that is tp say, an
almost complete absence.or,any written mention of the.use of computers
in ethnographicfield work.. The Hymes volume, for instance, did,not
mention any pertinent work-as of 1962, but perhaps that was under-
Stanaable given the, recent initiation of the:computer age. A decade
later Paul Kay took up this question directlyInllis introduction to
Gilbert'e papers in EXPLORATIONS Apt MATHEMATICAL ANTHROPOLOGY.' He
noted .that the author had touched on one -area that he thought.Would
becOme of increasing interest - the utilization of computers by
anthropologistswhile still. in the field. He added that is is common-
place for.those.piacticing the "new ethnography" to engage in both'
analysis and data collection while in the field, both proceeding at
the same time since the ethnographer doing this kind of work always
cried -to ask the next question on the basis of full analysis of the
-.questions already asked. Gilbert in his.article suggested that
puter analysis should be no exception to this rule. But.Kay pointed
outthat the logistics involved are difficult, especially wilen the
anthropologist is Working in remote areas of the world.

Of ,greatest sigtificance is the fact .that Kay stated that as
far as he was aware in 1971 there had only been one ethnographic pro-
ject that had attempted to uge computer analysis 6. guide further
data collection while still in the field and'*that was on,a project
run by Duane Metzger-and Williams (t-h Chiapas.drinidng
prOlect). But even in that case there was no actual use of computers'`
in thefield. Rather, data were sent back tothe university for
analysis and the analyses returned.to 'the field. to aid tjae continuing
work. Kay continued; however, 'noting that with the increasing,use.of
time sharing and scQpe viewing in contrast to printouts having to be
relied upon, theft is every reason to believe..that'effective use of
the computer during a field stay was then or very soon would be feasible
in areas such as the AetericanSouthWest (a prediCtion on the regional
probability of experimentation that proved to:be accurate, by the way;
see remarks on Oswald Werneils work below).

Yet, :experimentation cape slowly. 441..by.the,time of the inception
of the present research there were no other published accounts of and
by anthropologists concerning their use of computers while An the field.,
In'August 1980, with the assistance of Donald McIntyre of Pomona College,
I,conducted a computerized literature search to double check our more
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gonventional search efforts in the library. Using DIALOG and
searching in the Social Science. Research Data Base, me located
35 items that were anthropological and that concerned computers'
iwsome way. MOst of'those items involved topics such as computer
conferev-ing, mathematical analyses, socidmetric studiess a vh.rfety.
of arcbaeological.and physical anthropological applicatiohs, but

. none that involved anthropological uses of computers in the field.
A search of ERIC yie,lded 40.itemq, but again, none of tMese,were
relevant to the. topic of,this report.

Michael Burton has'on tipo occasions reviewed computer Applica-
tions fn cultural, anthropology, in 1970 and agiin in 1973. In his
1970 review, Blirton noted that much of WhWtVgg-Cblittritt'd'In-thv
previbus summary (he'41ready-mentioned volume edited by Hymes, THE

-...USE OF COMPUTER4 IN ANTHROPOLOGY) was obsolete. He further pointed
out that while at the time of the preparation orthe earlier volume.

, very few anthropologists had'actually experimented with computers,
by 1970 this was n longer true, and that anthropologists tad begun
to employ computers at earlier stages in their. research and without
even mentioning that fact in print. In his,1970 review, Burton
made some passing reference to.work by Benjamin Colby on text

4 analysis 115* computer, by Coult, Randolph, Kronenfeld and Haprmelr .

involving simulations and genealogical manipulations, but his re-
view was focused largely on numerical-processing. In particular he
concentrated on sgaling applications which w9uld have been unthink-
able, in fact, without the existence of computers to peeform the
Vast, numbers of calCulations that are necessary for such work.

.

-.Burton stated: "The.traihing of anthropologists who can understand
the relevance oD such .models to their work may be far in the future
since the majority of them are still skeptical of most formal
methods and of.the computers which make them work." There is no
mention in this, article of the possible use of computeis in field
research.

* .

t
-In 1973, Burton's second r iew dealt with linear programming,

linear regression, simulations, 8ml/content analysis of texts. At
this time he states:'.. "In, the p st few years recourse to .the compu-.

teru'at some point has become common for the practicing cultural
anthropologist. 'Although a lirge part of that usage takes the.form
of analyzing data with packaged statistical programs, mote and more
anthropologists write their own programs for specialized problems
which, are unique td'ultural anthropology: This change in the role
of computers in culturat"anthropology is a consequence of two trends:
first, an increase in the quhnitification of field data, and second,.
an increase in the conquction of formal models, which often require
the computer for their Torublation or computation." This review, too,
fails to mention any use of computers in the*fieid, and the basic

a. emphasis is on numerical processing, except fpr the discussion of
work on text processing that. Colby lis carried out over the years.

B. N:/Letter Notice; A second strategy for trying
0
to' locate

,

individuals whe might have tried using computers in the 'field was
to place an announcement inthe ANTHROPOLOGY NEWSLETTER, in accor-

1 4
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dance with procedUres indicated'in the research propogal. This
pUblication tas a widecirculation since it is sent to all members
ofthe.Ameriean'Anthropological Association. The response was, to
say the least, disheartening. I received a total of five letters. *.
in reply to thih request for contact with scholars who knew of any /
such efforts, and-several of those who wrote did so not because.
*they knew of anything that had been done-but only because they, too,
were interested" ii! the 5uestion of using the .computer in connection
with qualitative data analysis and field research. These were
three respondents whose reports were of some value, however, indeed
quite useful and they are discussed later (Oswald Werner, Christoph
Wolfart and Willett'KemptOn). Since the response to the ANTHROPOLOGY
NEWSLETTER announcement wgp so low, follow-up announcements were not
placed in more peripheral newsletters as ,had been originally planned;
it was highly unlikely that this strategy for lOcating field computer
users would be productive if it had not worked well when tried with
the major anthropology newsletter.

C. Personal Contacts with Anthropology Computer Specialists,
I attended the annual meeting of the American Anthropological Asso-
ciation in Los Angeles* in 197,8 or the purposes of talking to as
many people as possible, inqU ing about the identities.of anyone
who had used computers in the ield. Again, the results.lvere largely
negative. No AN knew of anyone who had done this beyond those whose.
names haVe been mentioned already.- I did,havesome extremely useful

.

i"discussions at those meetings, however, with scholar interested in
the topic, especially with Oswald Werner and Lee Sailer. Indeed, .
-.at this meeting, Werner and Sailer and I agreed to arrange a symposium
for the next annual meeting of the AAA that would fodus on computer
uses in anthropology. This sympostw, which was held in Cincinnati
in 1978, brought together a small.grouvof knowledgeable people.
In my presentation, I again made a plea for anyone present to provide
me with names of individuals who 111.0 used computers in the field.
Aside from Werner, none of dice participants had uded computers in
that way (indted, most of the presentations.were peripheral to the
concerns of this pioject, e.g., simuIations, computer conferencing).
And, again, the effort to locate tie Arer-Lelusive anthropologists who
had used computers in the field faped to yield relevant data.

4
Nonetheless, in other ways these intensive search efforts had

valuable payoffs. In connection With the Cincinnati symposium,
Weiner, acting for Sailer and Bolton as well, applied.for.agrant
from the Wenner-Gien Foundation to support a conference on "the use
of computers in fieldwork in the field." A grant was approved,
sufficient to pay part of the expenses of fifteen specialists who
were to be,brought together. for a couple'days of discussions.
Thus, while our efforts did not produce information of much conse-
quence oaf the topic, they did directly influence discussions of
the'topic, and were Initrumental in bringing together a group of
scholars most capable of making progress in the cftputerization of
the discipline and getting them to coordinate their energies in this
regard.

-12-
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For a variety of reasons, the conference plane
not be held until March 4:6, 1982. It was then hel
sity of Pittsburgh and entitled "The Future of Comp
Anthropology Conference." The names of participant
ference:are to be found on the followifig page. Participants did
not so much present formal papers as simply report on some of their
uses of he computer for dealing with anthropological problems.
Discusslins then ensued'over the directions that might be taken in
promoting field use of computers. By this date, 1982, the micro-
compbter revolution was in full swing, of course,, and that added to
the enthusiasm. and the optimism'of the participants. Several of
the participant's had plans to use a-microcomputer in the field in
the near future' themselves and were.encouriagirig,s,tudents tb do so
as well. The relativetverits of different types.of hardware were
discussed, but given the rate of obscilesenee the content of those
discussions need not be summarized here: the Osborne I was a favorite
of some then- -it is no ranger on the market, the'IBM PC was just
,hitting the m*ket then and was still somewhat unknown.

An outgrowth of the Pittsburgh conference was the establishment
of the Committee on Computer-Assisted Anthropology. Initially, a

,newsletter was'planned as a means ,by which scholars could continue
to share information in this area, A:eluding the sharing of programs
that they had written or at least the descriptions of programs that
might be of interest to anthropologists.' The idea of a newsletter
has since bepn shelved in favor of an attempt to create in another
anthropological publication, such as the ANTHROPOLOGY NEWSLETTER, a
regblar'column or section that,would deal with computer-related

. .matters.

ti

d in 1979 could'
at the Univei-
ter-Assisted
in that con-

Another outcome of the Pittsburgh conference is a report which
is due to be published shortly (1984) in PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY.
It was-decided that fhe'best manner inAwhich to present the informa-
ti generated during the conference WfS to have the participants
WT to concise vignettes of the computer applications they had dis-
,cussed; theee would then be compiled and.edited and published as'
a document of the CCAA. Since I had developed a list of anthropolo-
gists. interested in computers in connection'with.the present project,
the conference participants asked me to solicit addllional vignettes
fi-om people on that list. I sent a fetter on behalf of the CCAA- in
June 1982 to 403 anthropologistsaskiwthem:to share information
on their use of the compute if such use inwelved something more than
standard word processing packages or..,statistical packages. A copj,
of the letter follows on page 15 of Ips reports Approximately 200
recipients of this letter responded because of the indication in the
letter that'respondents.could have their names. placed on the CdAA
mailing list. He ever, only about 30 individuals offered any details
about their computer use, because, presumably, the others usedonly
packages in common use. Of .these 30, only a handful had any relevance
to 'the use of computers. in the field 4nd/or the processing of quali-
tative data. Summag.es and abStracts from those replies will be
given below.

Other results of the symimsium and conference should be
mentioned in passing. At,the 1983 and-1984 AAA annual meeting,
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List of Names and Address
The Future of Computeir-Assisted Anthl-opo ogy

Department of Anthropoldgy, University of Pi
/ .... Pittsburgh, PA 15260

March 4- 6,'1982
- *

Mike Agar
Department of Anthropology
University of 'Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
301/454-4154

.

Russ Bernard
Department of Anthropology
1350 GPA
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

Ralph Bolton
Department of Anthropology
PoMona.College
Claremont, CA 91711
714/621-8000, ,c2228
1888 Abilene Way
Claremont, CA 91711
714/621-0895

James Boster
Departmeht of AnthropOlogy
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506
6067258-2840

Michael 3. Evans t,

Department of Anthropology
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611
904/392-2031

Richhrd Greene
Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
.Office: 412/624-3616
Home: 412/687-5305

Willett Kempton
Institute for Family & Child Study
College of Human Ecology
'Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
517/353-3717

-14-

Margaret M. Kieffer
Cognitive Enterprises,.
6600 SW 139th Avenue,
Miami, FL 33183
305/387-3534

-David Kronenfeld
Department of Anthropology
University of California
Riverside, CA 92507
714/737-4340

a

Sara Beth Nerlove
Measurement Methods and Data
Resources Program
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550
202/357-7969

j
Aaron Podolefsky
Department of Sociology & Anthropology
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506
304/293-5801

Lee Sailer
Departmeht of Anthropology.
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
412/624-3388

1. Jerome Smith
Department of Anthropology,
University of South Florida
Tampa, FL 33620
813/974-2138

Oswald -Werner
Department of Anthropology
Northwestern University -
Evanston, IL 60201
Office: 312/492-7463
Home: 312/328-4012
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MICHAEL AGAR
University of Maryland

<Ai C

B. RUSSELL BERNARD
University of Florida

RALPH BOLTON
Pomona College

Dear Colleague:

JAMES BOSTER
University of Kentucky.

. 1414NAEL J. EVANS
University of Florida

RICHARD GREENE
University of Pittsburgh

WILLETT KEMPTON
Michigan State University

o

MARGARET M. KIEFFER
Cognitive Ent.grprises

.d;

DAVID KRONENFEll
University of California

SARA BETH NERLOVE

National Science Foundation

AARON PODOLEFSKT
Bast Virginia University

LEE SAILER
University of Pittsburgh

J. JEROME SMITH

University of South Florida

OSWALD WERNER
Northwestern University

June 25, 1982

In March 1982, those whosenames'appear on the left met for
a conference at the University of Pittsburgh to discuss com-
puter applications in anthropology. As a result of that
cOnferende, supported by the, enner-Cren Foundation, the
Committee on Computer-Assisted Anthropology was fbrmed. Its
purposes ate to'continue the exploration of the uses of CCM
puters in our discipline and to disseminate information on
this topic to members of the profession. ,Civen recent de-
velopments in the field of microcomputers, it is probable
that an increasing-number of anthropologists will be turning
to computers for assistance in analyzing data. The Committee
is preparing a document describing current; uses of computers
by anthropologistb. It also expects to initiate a newsletter,
to serve as the medium of continuing communicatiargbong those
working with computers. Lee sailet will coordinatethe acti-
vities of the 'Committee.-

Aik

In a survey of anthropology department AairperSons in 1980,
conducted by Ralph Bolton under a grant from the National
Institute of Education, your name was provided by a respondent
as someone with an interest in computer applications and/or
as someone who has done extensive work with computers. If
you wish.to have your name placed on the CCAA mailing list to
receive the newsletter, please return the enclosed sheet giving'
your name and address. Extra copies of this announcement are
enclosed, .4ind we would appreciate if you would pass them along
'to colleagiiis or graduate students who might also be in -rested.

If you have used a computer for,more than standard word p
cessin4 or statistical manipulations involving canned progr
such as- SPSS or SAS, we would like to hear from you. Specifi-
cally, we would be most grateful if you would send us a brief
des-cription.(perhapa several paragraphs) of each type of com-
pUter use,.including the purpose of the research, the kinds of
data utilized, the methods involved in the analysis, an assess-
ment of the experience, and a list of publications.related to

,-the project. These ViOettes should be sent to: CCAA,
c/o Ralph Bolton, Department of Anthropology, Pomona College,
Claremont, California 91711. If you have any questions, please'
contact any member of the Committee.

1 .1'
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at the meeting of the Society for Applied Anthropology in Lexington
in 1982 and at the 1983 meeting of the ICAES in Vancouver, workshops
lnd displays of microcomputer equipment and applications have been .

held in order to disseminate information. Jerfte Smith slid Lee -
Sailer have been particularly active in conducting these activities
,which were suggested at the CCAA conference in Pittsburgh. Thosesessions were well received. , .

Independent developments should also be noted here. Summer
workshops of five days' duration have sprung up to train anthropo-
Iogists,in cbmputey uses. In.1'782, for eXhmple, one such workshop,
named."Computers & Statistical. Methods in Anthropology," waS:held
at Texas A & 'M University. The program of that workshop was de-
voted, as might be expected, to 'quantitative methods, and did, not
include training in the handling of qualitative field data.

Another symposium on computers was held at the 1983 annual
meeting of the American Anthropological Association. This one was
.organized by James Dow and Rodney Kirk and was entitled "Computer
Software Applications in Anthropology."

0

.Appendix II contains vignettes from the document being edited
by Lee Sailer on behalf of the CCAA. A few of these describe ways
of handling textual materials; others discuss other innovative
uses of computers in allthropological research. Included is Oswald
Wernei's.description of the projects in which he; has been i caved
using computers in field work in the Southwest.

D. Questionnaire to Anthropology Department Heads. The
'research proposal included as one of the procedures foiferreting
out individuills who might have. used computers in the field a
questionnaire that was to be sent to all the heads of anthropology

departments listed in the GUIDE TO 'DEPARTMENTS. Ajetter and a
.questionnaire (see pp. 17-1.9..of 'this report) was sent in7July .1980
to one person in each department listed in the 1979-198d GUIDE.
It asked them to "provide the names of department members who might
have used Computersito analyze qualitative ta, or who employed
computers while in the field. We received estionnaire back from
175 of the 320 academic departments to whi we had sent the ques-
tionnaire. From these returns I compiled the list of 403 anthropolo-
gists knowledgeable about computer uses which was used Wthe CCAA
mailing described above.

41.

In the next section I shall provide excerpts from the letter's
received in response to our ...solicitation. In some of them there
are brief descriptions' of the use of, the computer with texts and
in others of computers used in, the field,but not both together.
If used in the field, the usage involved statistical analysis, not .!
the recording of qualitative field notes.

I believe that it is fair
we began a dredging operation;
five years, utilizing in thatk.
noires to personal cont4ts to
to

to state that as part of this project
n 1978 and we continued that for some
ndeavor various milithods from question-
literatgre searches. That we managed

-16
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. POMONA COLLEGE .

CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA 11011
, (714) 621-8000

DEVAINTIAtIYY OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTYIROPg:PLOGY

4#,

July 15, 1980

Dear Colleague.:

As part of an investigation of the uses of computers
.

in anthropology, I am attempting"to locate anthropologistswhose work has involved certain kinds of computer usage.In particular-qtyritildt anthropologlifi-Wo"EiVW
utilized computers or computer-related equipment while
engaged in field work (e.g., to record data or to analyze
data).. And, also, I am interested in contacting anthro-
pologists who have used computers in handling qualitative
kinds of data (e.g., texts, field notes), whether in the,field or back at their home bases.

I tioulgte most grateful to you if you would take
a few minutes to provide the names and addresses of
individuals in your department (faculty members and past
or present students) who have used computers in any of
these ways.

This letter is being sent to one person in each
anthropology department listed in the 1979-4980 GUIDE TO
DEPARTMENTS OF ANTHROPOLOGY, in most cases to the chair-person. If there is someone in your department with
a more substantial interest or knowledge about this topic
than your own, perhaps you would prefer to pass this re-
quest on to that person. Even if you know of no one TAO
has done computer work of the sort described above, I
would appreciate having the form,returned., .A,stamped,,
addressed .envelope is larovided for hatpurpcite.'

Thank you for your assistance.

Ralph Bolton
Associate Professor

of Anthropology
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COMPUTERS IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD RESEARCH

Name of respondent:

aespondent's affiliation:

I. Names and addresses
or computer- ;elated
have prepared their
ized analysis:

;10.

Date:

of anthropologists who have used computers
equipment in the field situation or who
data while still in the field.for computer-

'

-Ir

City . State Zip

City
4t

State Zip

City .State Zip

O

.6.

City State Zip

Pi

City State Zip

4

City State p

Name of the person in year department who is most involved andmost knowledgeable about the uses of computers in anthropology:

I



(

4 0

Names dnd addresses of anthropologiqs who have used
computers to aid in the storage, retrieval, and/Or
analysis of qualitative data (cex'n, field notes, and
so forth):

3,

5.

Thank you:

2.

City State Zip City State Zip

City State Zip City State Zip

City State Zip, City - State.:Zip

- Please return in the stamped and addressed envelope provided.

-19-
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naires to personal contacts to literature searched. All of these took
considerable time. That we managed to turn up so, little whs not dtle 4.1
to a lack of. of the necessary energy and effort, bubtxather.
the negative results reflect the reality of the situation. Put bluntly, ,

at the time of our investigation no one_had,dbAe what'we were looking
for; persisting in searching was frustrating and problematic in that .

it caused us to fail to -conclude the project--ever seeking the elusive
anthropologist who had used a computer in the field to record and analyzequalitative data.

,

Yet, ,we can.consider,the search a success because it stimulated
discussions of the topic among anthropologists. It may have helped
the piroceds of getting computers into the field along somewhat, al-
though most of the credit for that will have tobe given to technolo-
gical developments the miFrocompuier revolution. While it was not
possible to wri an elabdrate report on anthropological usesof
computers in th field in 1979, nor even in 1984,'it will be possible
to do so within the next five years since by then we will have the.
experiences of quite a few anthropologists who are now planning to
experiment with compUters in the'field, using them to record all of
their field data, both quantitative and qualitative.

EXCERPTS FROM RESPONDENTh' REPORTS ON COMPUTER USES

4

1) Robert K. McKniet. Some .years ago, under my supervision, an
advanced undergraduate major iv anthropology typed into a computer most
of the origin/innovation myths occurring in. Radcliffe-Brown's ANDAMAN
ISLANDS: Using a program named "Wilber," the student sought to re-
trieve recurrent themes and words in the myths. Actually, before the
(computer confirmed it, the student successfully identified the word
(or idea) 'anger' as having a high frequency and we were then able
to,use Wilber to provide us with.conteA printouts which were useful..
The results contributed to an explanation of Andeaman initiation rites
that is at variance with that provided by Radcliffe-Brown, as well asto a more general theoretical forilulation having to do\with innovation
in that and other societies. The results are (briefly)"summarized in
my article "Past and Future Cultuire.Change: A Quest for Variant Expla-
nations"in M. Maruyama and A. M. Harkins (eds.) CULTURES OF THE FUTURE
(1979Pouton Publishers, The Hague."

2) Charles Super. When Sara (Harkness) anti I went to the field,
to Western Kenya, our goal was to stay there, for a substantial length
of time and collect interrelated data on a number of topics. We were.
fortunate ,in our second year to secure funding for a small desktop
programmable computer (Hewlett-Packard 9830).. In order to vonvince
the funding agency to allow us this expenditure, I wrote a long letter
outlining my experiences with the University of Nairobi computer (in
trying to get some of John Whiting's data through it I discovered
would not fUn a frequ'ency program provided by the manufacturer), and
the alternative of sending the information back to Harvard for punching
and analysis and sending results by return mail. Since Sara and I lived
a long day's drive from Nairobi, the net result wawthat data analysis

-20-
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at Harvard, with adequate support by a research. assistant there, was
more efficient than struggling at the University' of Nairobi. Even
that procedure would have expected turnaround time of five or six
months. Since our main purpose was dhalysis of preliminary question-
naires, assessment of reliability, and other preparatory, topics,
that seemed less than satisfactory.

There were a'number of interesting adventures, as you might
imagine, importing expensive eleCtronic equipment into. Kenya, but.
we eventually suspeeded, and even avoided the possible 100% import
duty. The computer was powered by a gasoline poweTed,generator
attached to a voltage regulator. This,had the interesting conse-
quence of limiting analysis time to the duration of gasoline in the
generator's tank: about two hours. At one point-when Sara was in the
middle of an allly4is she needed for her thesis, the generator broke
down. We took-i-iiiVici. the Kerichp Club, a legacy from the. British
in Kerico, the main town in the tea-growing area of phe Western Righ-

, lands where we went regularly for supplies. We set up operatidns in
the Club library and Sara got her work done on time.

In addition to preliminary analyses we used the machine for keeping
census data which greatly facilitated selection of subjects of certain
ages, etc. for testing.

Despite all the hassles, having the computer was well worth the
effort for us and made a real difference in the quantity anti quality
of our field work. The technology has changed a great deal since
then, however, and there might be better ways of facilitating this
kind of work these days. Even some of the small .hand-held machines
have (limited) data storage possibilities, which was an important
feature for us.

3) James Dow. (Sent as an abstract of a paper). The combined use
of computers and audio tape recorders in storing, retrieving, and mani-
pulating qualitative ethnographic data in'one field research project
are described. The field work was an updating of the ethnography of a*,
liexican municipio and A detailed ethnographic study of one shaman infor-mant. General verbal data and specific life history data in verbal formwas gathered.

All of thee data was originally recorded in audio form on a stereo
cassette gape recorder. The second trackof the recorder was used when
necessary to add comments by the other informants. The general ethno-,
graphic data was not transcribed from the cassettes to written form,
instead a detailed written index of the tapes was prepared and entered
as records, into a data-base management systepLprogrammed for a Honeywell
00 'imitfcs computer. Programs were written in the TED language to
trim the words in the index to significant ones and then to sort the
index by these words so that all passages'referring to any topic or a y
comLinatiol of topics can be conveniently located. A 4o ument cohta n-
ing the sorted index was prepared for using the tapes w ile writing
ethnographic descriptions.

The life'bistory data froi the shaman was trap= tedfrom the tapes
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and entered directly into a computer file. Each record in this trans
cript file consists of a translated paragraph from the interviews, thelocation of the original words on the tape, a paragraph number, and
several manuscript numbers indicating where the paragraph is to appear
lAtifutule manuscripts. The translations can be sorted so' that they
form subfiles that can be called, by word-processing programs. A masterword - processing program contains-an ethnographic descripldon and callsthe subfiks as they are needed to*make thebtext.. Thus manuscripts
containing the shargants words can be produced at any stage in the project.

These procedures have a number of advantages. The large volume
of recorded general ethnographic data does not'have to be transcribed.
The.interviewing is not slowed down by notetakingl, and the full recordof the inteiClrews is retained on tape.. The content of the interviews
can be quickly assessed by the many themes that they contain. --Trans-
lations or transcripts do not have to be retyped or re-edited each time
tlier'are usidv--A-preltminary.manuscript can be made available for sub-
mission to granting agencies, and transcripts can be \incorporated into
any number of documents without affecting the way that they are used
'by other documents. In general a wide range of future uses of the
field data is opened by having it available in electronic form.

A field computer was added to the project in 1982. It_was a
.portable Osborne-1. This computer is a 64 K Z-80 type computer with
two mini-floppy disk drives operating under gm The major program
packages were Word-Star, CBasic, MBasic, and SuperCalc. It functionedwell under field conditions in a rural Mexican town. It enabled thetape index to be prepared and accessed in the field. It 4iso allowedthe trapslaqons to be completed in the field. These were later trans-

, ferred to the larger Honeywell computer when the period of field work
was over.

A

After the field computer was p& to use a nber of unexpecteduT
advantages to anthropological research emerged. Probably the most
significant unexpected oneewas that the word procegsing capability ofthe computer allowed work on the final book manuscript about the shamanwhile the field work was underway. Instead of writing notes the re-,
searcher could work on writing and modifying a book chapter on the
subject. Another advantage was that quantitative and otherfisorts of
coded Survey data could be recorded in an electronic form. The data
*could be processed in the field immediately within the capacity of the
small field computer, or could be read out later into the larger uni-versity computer. A program, was written for the convenient s'...;;rage of
data gathered by a local government project in random access disk files.

Cooperation with rural government agencies was good, but it would,
have been improved by havjalg a small portable field printer to go with
the computer, which had only a CRT output. A printer. Allows the cir-
culation of output from the field computer to others who are coopera-
ting with the investigation. The need for a field printer was not an-
tiei'pated at the beginning of the project. The major problem with thefield computer was in obtaining special programs for processing, storing.
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and communicating data. It turned out, to be easier to write mast of
these programs than to,purchase tHem. It is suggested that people
using field computers get ones that have good progtammipg languages
and large memory capacities so that they can(write this specialized
programs ne4ded for anthropological applications.

2
,*

4) Michael Livesay.. My position at the Institute (for Research.
. plal Social Science, University of Nortia 'Carolina at Chapel Hill). is -

one. of liason to anthropologists in the area and elsewhere. The IRSSle is trying to organize its services (fany of which involve computer
.

applications) to be more useful to our discipline. As part of that
, effo.rt, we're looking at. the ways anthropologists actually use and

could use computers in their work. 'We have bee'n examining various
uses and possibilities, including the utilization. of microcomputer6

..0for word processing arid ata entry in the field or as terminals 'inter-
faced with larger cap9cIy machines.

c,...
. o

t

We are beginning to work with a Verbal Data Retrieval System
which is being developed h'y Dorothy Holland. That system is still in.'
the process of development, but is sufficiently far along that it al-
ready has been used to a limited extent in project analysis and data
cataloging, The VDRS is based on the Bibliographic Processing System,
which was dkveloped from a Library of Congress application for use at
the Carolina Population Center. It has some limitations that may not
be'encouritered in systems based on other pitgrams (iuch as SPIRES),
but it is compatiLle with the'computation center heie and appears
quite useable.

The VDR System is as yet poorly documented and ultimately "belOngs.
to the BPS developers at the Population Center, but in the near future
I may be able to pass along some further information (dated 1/24/83).

.

r All other projects about which information was received involved
uses by non-sociocultural anthropologists (especially Archaeologists),
or if by sociocultural anthropologists involved the analysis ofnumer-
ical data rather than qualitative data or field notes per'se.

To conclude this section, I would like to point out some
references to materials which should be consulted by anyone in-
terested in using computers in the field. These items are quite
recently published; nothing in this genre was available at the
time this research was begun for this project, nor even at the
time when the original date for the culmination Of the project
arrived. But these ?tots can be recommended.'
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Podolefsky, Aaron, apd Christopher McCarty

1983 "Topical Sooting: A Technique for Computer
Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis," AMERI-
CAN ANTHROPOLdGIST 85:886-890.

.:Agar,- Michael

"Microcomputers as'Field Tools,," COMPUTERS\
IN THE,HUMANITIES(in press).

Werner, Oswald

1982 "Mialrocomputers in Cultural A4hropology,"
tYTE 7:250-280.

Sproull, L. S., and R. F. tPrOull 4

1982 "Managing and Analyzing Behavioral Records:
ExplOrations in Nonnumeric Data Analysis,".

1c6kr,ls

; 1. 0.

HUMAN ORGANIZATION 41:283-290.

1981 *Microcomputers in Anthropological"Research,"
SOCIOLOGICAL, METHODS AND RESEARCH 9:473-492.,

Bernard, H. Russell, aid Michael J. Evans

4 1983 .."New Microcomputer Techniques fpr Anthro-r,

Oologists,', HUMAN ORGANIZATION 42:182-185.

4
.These itelDs as well aa,the papers from the recent symposia and the
Pittsburg' COnference complement the materials discussed.above.

`.4.Y

NON-COMPUTER METHODS IN RECORDING AND PROCESSING QUALITATIVE
FIELD DATA '

Although the emphasis in this project was computer applications
in the field, an addiN-tional focus involved the examination of the-
methods currently ;employed by anthropologists in the field to record
and process their field notes. This goal was accomplished using two
approaches:

1) a review of.the anIhropological- literature for
as many. references as could be located to
fissions of haw anthropologists have been hand-
ling field notes; ,,

t

,
;

sr t
'

2) a 84670 df recent ,PhDs in sec and cultural
-,411tilropolOgy (1977 -78)., as detlfmimlined by names
listed in the GUIDE TO ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENTS.
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UkIVERSITYOF TRONDHEIM
. Depinnirt of Social Anther:ohm

Nay 25, 1979

Dear Colleague:

47055 Degiook
Nontey.

Phan. 0750 90 WO
44

Although ficeld notes are basic' to anthropological research, tittle
explicit information7has been published on the techniques commonly for
even advisedly) used to record observationk. This lack is particularly
striking when contrasted to the great concern among anthropologists at
present over the quality of research results and,over professional goals,

since it is clear that the recording methods used by fieldworkers have
an important effect on the quality of the final pmodact.

,

In an effort to clarify current field recording practices and to
provide a basis for assessing the potential applicability of modern
information storage and retrieval technolOgy to field !fork, we are
sending the enclosed questionnaire tot...a sample of recent recipients of

the
ail
P .D. in anthropology. We will greatl appreciate yoor cooperation

in wering the questionnaire fully and c dilly amiretarning it to

us a .soon as possible. An adpressed enve pe is

"included for your octave:genes.

We are planning topresent the results ofthis survey at the .

AAA meetings this November in Cincinnati, Ohio. In doing so,4the

anonymity of all respondents will be strictly protected. In particular,

in the analysii and writing up of the survey material, care will be
taken to'ensure that there will be no way tb identify an individual

through any mention of his or her research topic, methods, or
geographical location.

In addition to returning the questionnaire, we would very much
appreciate your sending us if possible a 'copy of your dissertation

abstract and a copy of the section of your dissertation that deals.
with field methods, (if there was oneL. We shall be happy to repay you
for the copying costs and sailing of these items if you so request.

Correspondence concerning this project should be sent to us at

, the adqes, given below, rather than to our temporary Norwegian .

address. Thank you in 'advance for your time and) apsistapbe.

4.11

eapeAur.. C;64tatelre41

Anne Chambers
Research fiesociate ,

Ralph Bolton and Anne Chamiwe
*Field Note Survey
Department of Anthropology
Ramona College
Claremont. California 91711

C.

V
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Ralph Bolton
Associate Processor
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Dear *Colleague:

POMONA COLLEGE
CLAREMONT. CALIFORNIA 41711

(714o email

I

February 10., 1980

Several months ago Anne Chambers (Univ of Auckland) and I 'mailed'a questionnaire on field methods to a sample of anthropologists wtkohad received the Ph.D. in 1976 or 1977. The completed questionnairesthat we received back were full of fascihating and useful information ,on the field experience. We believe that the findings from this surveywill be ,of interest to many fellow anthropologists, and that they willbe particularly helpful to younger scholars preparing to go to thefield for the first time.

We are writing to you as oneof those to whom a questionnaire wasmailed. If you returned the questionnaire, we wish to express ourappreciation for your assistance, for your willingness to serve as an
"informant-at-a-distance" on this research. If you did not return thequestionnaire, mily we urge you to,do so? We need your help to makethe report as comprehensive as possible, one that accurately reflectshow anthropologists do field work.

If you have misplaced the questionnaire, we would be happy*tosend you another copy. Or, If you did not receive the queationnaire,
we will gladly send you gne now. Since the questionnaire was sent outoriginally from Europeiwe suspect that some gdt lost en route.

.. We would appreciate if you would,Itakm% moment to read andch'eck off the appropriate items on tlai enclosed sheet, returning itto'us. An envelope is provided for your convenience. Ttank you.

/Enclosures
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Aqsocidie Professor,
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FIELD NOTES PROJECT

Name

Address

City State Zip"
or

4

Please read the following statements and place an "in on the line in
fret of each statement that applies to your situation. Thank you.

1. I received the questionnaire and returned it.

2. I received the questionnaire but have not returned it becau4

o

3. Although I havenot yet returned the questionnaire, will do

Date:

a

4
so by the followl.ng date:

I did not receive the questionnaire on mpg methods.

If sent a copy of the, questionnaire-I will fill it put and

return it.



Work on this-portion of the project was done in collaboration with
Anne Chapbers, then of the University of Trondheim and now of the
University of Auckland. We designed a questionnaire concerning field
conditions and data handling techniques, (see Appendix III). This
was sent out in May 1979. We encountered severe difficulties in
locating current addresses for these recent PhDs since many of them
had not gotten positions in academia and were not listed in the GUIDE
with addresses. It took many months of correspondence with depart-
ment secretaries to elicit correct addresses. During that time we
also conducted the literature search which produced many very brie
discupsions of the topic, but little of great substance.

?"

Additional complications in carryipg out this part of the
research arose because of having to send the questionnaires out from
a base in Norway (as a result of the grant having been approved
after the period of time when this work was to have been done prior
to the principal inve?tigator's departure for a sabbatical in Norway.
RetUrns came back slowly. Moreover, the response rate was low.
Consequently, it was necessary to send a reminder to these potential
informants. That was done in February 1980, and it resulted in boostingthe number of usable questionnaires to a number that justified analysis,
although many of these additional responses did.not cote in until late
in 1980. The total N equals 61.

These data do allow us to summarize info ion on techniques
currently being used by ethnographers to record and process their
field data. And, in fact, it isvunnecessary to summarize those
results in this context since a separate report has been written on
at subject by Chambers and Bolton, and that report is attached as

Appendix IV. That paper, which is a draft manuscript for an article,
does pull together the basic information about how anthropologists
handle field notes. Drafts of the papet circulated to the 1979
ieymposium participants and others who have expressed interest have
been well received, and in paper form the manuscript has been cited
repeatedly (e.g. Podolefsky and McCarty). A *evision of this manu-
ffcript will be completed during the summer of 1984 (when the 'co-
authors will be together in California during Chambers' sabbatical)
and submitted for publication by September 1, 1984. We.expect to
expand the manuscript to include more information frot the PhD survey.

The proposal for this project indicated that the Final Report
would contain tables summarizing data obtained on the structur,)
portion of the PhD questionnaire on field methods. Responses to
questions have been tabulated and are presented in full in Appendix
V (coded responses) shd Appendix VI (open-ended responses).

In closing this Final Report, I merely wish to highlight a few
of the findings from the PhD' survey that are most directly relevant
to the future prospects fOr the use of computers.in the field to
record field notes.
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FIELD CONDITIONS, PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDES AND THE
PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE USES. OF COMPUTERS IN .THE FIELD

I

4

The majority of anthropologists going into th'e field in the mid-
1970s went to places where electricity was available to them (over 55%),
even in their bwn residences: Thus, the image of the anthropologist
isolated in some remote locale without access to modern conveniences
needs to be revised. Most microcomputers are powered by electricity,'
of course, and for most to Use computers in the field electricity will
be necessary to hive available. In the future, and to'someextent at
present, battery-powered microcomputers will exist that'can be used
even where there is no access or'limited acc s to electrical power.
But lack of electricity poses, no stumblin ock for a majority even
now.

Anthropologists are accustomed to taking some equipment into the
field. Over 90% of our respondents indicated that they took a type-
writer with them or had one available for use in the field situation:
There is not much difference between typing field notes with a type -'
writer and typing them into a computer. In addition _to typewriters,
tape recorders are taken into the field by most anthropologists (over
82%).. With each passing month, the size of microcomputers gets smaller.
Briefcase-sized micros have been available for at least two years, but
their cost. tended to be high. Recently, however, similar products have
entered the market at a much-reduced price. Therefore, while the
bulkiness of some microcomputers might have served as a deterrent in
the past, it shtuld no longer be a serious factor.' Even quite service-
able printers are available in small size already. 0

Qualitative data are obtained during fieldwork by almost all.
field workers. Over 96% of the respondents indicated that they employed
participant observation techniques in their work, and 70% noted that
they take.life histories as part of their research; both of these
techniques tend to yield qualitative data.

Approximately one-third ,of the respondents' indicated that they
had employed computers at some stage in their dissertation research.
Most often such use involved statistical analyses using package pro-
grams, especially SPSS. While 12 did not respond when asked if they
felt they could have made better use of a computer in their research,
14 did respond that they felt they could not have made better use vdr

without adding why, 11 did respond negatively giving reasons, such r
the adequacy of use that was made of the computert'and 20 (almost
30% of the total) indicated that they could indeed. have made better
use of the compUter in their work. Thus, resistance to computer use
in the field may exist in some 4uarters, but it is clear that a sig-
nificant portion of these young professionals is ready to intensify
their computer use.

Among the benefits to be derived from computerization of field
materials is the broader sharing of basic ethnog,aphic data among
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scholars. There exists some sharing already, of course, andapproxi-
mately one-fourth of our, respondents indicated that they had given
another scholar some access to their field notes or unpublished'
data. In some instances, moreover-, where the respondent had not
shared field data With others, it was because'"no one asked."
When asked whether they would be willing'to support a data bank
concept for ethnographic field notes, the 'answers ranged from highly
positive to extremely negative; But I believe that it is quite
encouraging that half of the respondents did agree in principle to
such a development, one-fourth were unsure, and the rest were against
the idea (for a variety of reasons ranging from .a phenomenological
theoretical stance to concerns crier rights to privacy).

__Thus,_when-the-microcomputer revolution' hits the profpssion,
as it surely will during the 1980s, there can be little doubt that
it will lead ,to signifiCant changes in the ways in which-ethnographers
do their work. Moreover it should result.in all of the benefits
that were pointed out in the project proposal:'

a) a reduction in the .time and costs involved
in collecting and analyzing field data;

b) an increase in the information-sharing wit)
colleagues doing similar work or involved
in comparative analyses;

c) better control over the quality and the
depth of detaillof data used in writing an
ethnoiraphy;'

the creation of alternative means of
presenting results of research;

e) making the data available to a broader'
audience, especially to groups having a
policy interest in the data.

That the kinds of developments we investigated had not taken place prior
to 1980 made this project difficult to. bring to a "successfu1".cdnclusion;
that those developments are now taking place give us something to look
forward to.

-fo
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APPENDIX I

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL USES OF COMPUTERS

Adelman I., and G. Dalton

1971 "Developing village India: A statistical analysis,"

in STUDIES IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY, G. Dalton,

'Agar, Michael

1979

editor. Washington, D.C.: American Anthropological

Association, pp. 179-232.

"Microcomputers all field tools: Some problems in

cognitive anthropology," DISCOURSE PROCESSES 2:11-31.

Aldenderfer, Mark Steven
I

1977 The Computer Simulation of Assemblage Formation

Processes: The' Evaluation of Multivariate Statisti-
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Anderson, R. E., and F. M. Sim
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Borko, Harold (editor)
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Englewood Cliffs, Ni;. Prentice-Hall, Inc.
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MICROCOMPUTERS IN ATHNOSCIENCE ETHNOGRAPHIES

by Oswald Werner

For lexicographic work, or in ethnoscience ethnographies, it is

useful to know the location of the words in a text. Most editing /

programs allow the user to find key words, but there is usually no

provision to assess a, text for the occurrence for all key words that

are of interest to the ethnographer. Indexing techniques that alloy

for locating all words in a text alphabetically are useful for

managing field notes as well.

In our work on the Navajo Ethno-Medical Encyclopedia Project

(NEME) we are dealing with Navajo texts. These were collected from

knowledgeable Navajos by Martha A. Austinn-Garrison, who was the

Director of the Project in Kayenta, Arizona. On the way home from

an interview Martha listened to the new tape on her car tape deck.

She would then classify each tape from excellent (1.) to poor (5.).

Babette H. Daniels transcribed the best tapes at the home office in

Kayenta. Occasionally, with time on her hands, Babette transcribed'

a tape rated 2 or lower, but that did not happen ofVen.

Unfortunately, in. early 1979 there were few inexpensive micro-

computers thpt could support multiple terminals. Babette's trans-

criptions on a typewriter were typed into the computer by Martha,

who was fast (duch faster than transcription from tape). and then

72-
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used the computer for analysis. One work station used for data

entry and the other for analysis would have been ideal.

There are a number of ways for locating key words for analysis.

At first we used a 'yellow felt marking pen and highlighted words of

'interest. Any list of these words had to be compiled by hand. In

'addition, it was very easy to overlook an occurrence.

Another method we have used successfully was computer-made con-

cordances, or Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) indexes. In these every

word appears in a context--of, for example, 10 words preceding it

and 10 words following--the occurrences in context are then alpha-

betized.

Several years ago we transformed interview tanscripts into

punched paper tape. The tapes were mailed to Northwestern Univer-

sity where the concordances were made by mainframe computer. These

were then mailed back to the field. The procedure was useful but

cumbersome, heavily dependent on the mails.

Keywork in Context. Indexes are not practical on a microcomputer.

They take too long to print. For example, in a text of 5,000 Words

and a context of 20 words the final printipg comes to 20 times 5,000

or 100,000 words. On the slow printers which are available with most

microcomputerd it takes many hours to print out a document of that

length. We needed a better solution.

My answer to the problem was the WORDINDEX program. For a text

of 5,000 it only slightly more than doubles the printing task. The

r
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idea is very simple. Each wordpia assigned an integer from.1 to N,

where N is the number of wordt in the entire text. The first print-

ing is the text with index numbers. Then the computer alphabetizes

the list of all words of the text. This is printed as the alphabe-

tized WORDINDEX.

With this WORDINDEX we can now assess the distribution and the
%

frequencies of all words. This / makes the selection of key words for

further analysis considerably,easier. We know what words are in a

text and how many of them there are. We can now make intelligent

judgments about the contribution of particular key words to the Ethno-

Medical Encyclopedia.

The basic theoretical point of our procedures is that the use of

every key word in a text ,contributes to its meaning. Therefore each

w
use has to be identified and all uses of the key word have to be col-

lected in a central file, the location of the encyclopaedic entry for

that key word.

Today we do this semi - manually but we hope to further automate
r

the process in the future. Almost every editing program has a search

Punction. It finds particular words, phrases, and key words. We

t
decide which ey word to investigate on the basis of (1) the WORDINDEX

and of (2) th problem (for-example, anything having to do with con-

ception, pregnancy and birth) we are studying. The WORDINDEX program

1 allows us to'identify all word's relevant to thelproblem. It also

1 helps.to find key words that are mispelled and more importantly, words

that may be grammatical variants of the original key word.

With the search command Martha locates the first key word. She

inserts several blank lines on the screen and then procedes with the

analysis. This consists of replacing all pronouns with the nouns or



S

noun phrases they stand for. In Navajo there are also proverbs that

must be replaced by *ft verb or verb phrase that they stand for For

example, the sentence "He puts up a post for her inside of it," is

completed to "The pregnant woman's husband puts up a poA for the .

pregnant woman inside of the hogan." This sentence is then dispersed

to at least three encyclopaedic entries: (1) to the husband (of the

pregnant woman) file,, (2) to the pregnant woman file and to (3) the

hogn file. In a more fine grained analysis'an entry for post (birth-

ing post) may also be called for.*

A quick check of the WORDINDEX outputs of a number of texts tells

the analyst which diskettes wish which files contain material for the

husband, pregnant woman, hogan, and possibly the post encyclopaedic

entries. Each diskette andeach file are subjected to the same analy-

sis. The encyclopaedic entry files grow proportionately. With editing

the entries are ready for incorporation into the encyclopaedia.

If I had to do it again I would do many thing; differently. Al-

though I have not seen one in peration, I understand that there are
,

automatic indexing programs with some text editing programs (e.g.,

WORDSTAR). I prefer a commerica product over home brew, primarily

bee:Juke...it took me a couple of months, part time, to write the first

WORDINDEX program. The only way I can justify the time spe t program-

ming is that in the process I learned Co do it well. Commertcal pro-.

f

grams are often much faster than Rrogra 3 written by novices. Some of
,94%

the programs that are available to cgrrect spelling also give word

frequencies. These can do in minutes what my program does-in a couple

of hours. Of course, processing time is not a problem. After the

initial purchase of the microcomputer there are only repair costs.

4
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There is no equivalent to connect time, cpu time, or storage costs that
that I was used to in using computing centers. The faster programs

simply free the computer for other tasks. That is why we run our rela-
tively slow WORDINDEX program at night.

Extraordinary time investment far programming was not our only
problem. On the first day of operat ng out computer in Kayenta, Ari-

zona, the screen faded out completel . We discovered voltage flue-
tuatiOns of as much as 30 percent. relatively inexpensive voltage

rOgUlator solved that problem.

put;ing the summer months lightni g was, another problem. Even the

slightest interruption of power wipes out the computer's memory. An

Uninterrupted Power Source, however, w s beyond our budget. As a

result work in the afternoons daring July and August, when lightning
activity is at its maximum, was impossible most of the time.

Repairs had a, disrupting effect too. We did try repairs by tele-

phone (repairman telling the computer operator step by step what to do)
but that was a disaster. We burned out the computer's power supply.

The local repairman -in Albuquerque (400 miles away) could not handle
it. It took several weeks in Texas to fix the damage.

Later in spite of assertions that the Central Processing chip,

the Z80, *never fails" we experienced a very troublesome transitory

condition that would sometimes wipe out files or scramble them beyond
repair. It took six months and several round rips by air express tb

1
Chicago to diagnose and repair the problem.

The future of the text or field note maintenance and analysis by

microcomputer is bright. Hardware prices are coming down and the

available selection of software is growing. I am now experimenting
with a multi-window editing program that allows viewing the WORDINDEX

76
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and he original text simultaneously. It also makes moving information
(partial texts) from one file to another file very easy. I hope to
have the file for the encyclopaedic entries and'the file for lexical/
semantic fields (e.g., folk taxonomies, part/whole diagrams, plans,
decisions, etc.) all available in separate.windows, with the possibi-
lity of updating each file at the pissh of a few buttons.

This process will cut down on analysis time because it cuts out
the time it takes to work on each file in lfnear sequence. Each file
is available for updating virtually simultaneously. Only atr the end
of the session is each document in each window stored sequentiOtly on
diskette.
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COMPUTER-ASSISTE AL SORTING

by Aaron Podolefsk

My, purpose in the next few paragraphs is to describe a method by

'which an anthropologist with virtually no computer experiene can use

a computer to assist in the analysis of field notes. The method, which

Icall computer-assisted topical sorting (CATS), was developed for, and

has been used on, interview data recorded without anticipation of com-

puter assistance. Thus, the method requires no alteration infield

research or analysis strategies. Essentially, it merely does more

efficiently, systematically, and completely things that anthropolo-

gists already do.

Our present ways for handling field not become awkward as data-

sets become larger, making anlysis difficult or impossible. This

became quite clear to me-after several years of working with.10,000

pages of typed field notes produced by 29 researchers.inten sites.

CATS provides means of allowing the richness and unique perspective

of qualitative data to enter into the world of large-scale research.

One way of approaching a set of field notes is by asking "What

information is in the dataset_on topic X, Y, or, Z ?" In other words,

'1 some notes are.relevant to one topic while adjacent notes are rrole-
r-

vent to another. This means that the notes, which were recorded in

chronological order, must be categorized from a topioal perspective.

It would be nice it a computer, as an information storage and retrie-

val device, could just. "spit out" relevant data on command. Well,

that's what CATS does. - First, CATS require$ a computer. My experience

-79-
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is with a large university computer, though a,small computer in the

$3000-$5000 price range would serve just as well. Second, CATS re-

quires some preparation, though not esuch, often less than would

ordinarily be required in recording and indexing qualitatiise data.

Once ready for analysis, 'data management involves literally only the

push of a few buttons.

I applied the concept of computer-assisted topical sorting using

a text--editor (called WYLBUR) on a mainframe computer. The key is
"".

`theability to search for strings of characters andto print lines

which contain those strings. These strings may be words or numerals.

:Some, but not all, text-editors have this ability.

entering the data, the standard 120 column computer line is

split into two portions; one for the data and the other for numeric
.

codes representing topics of interest. I type-the text into the first

80 columns pr the row and reserve the last 40 columns for codes: Once

the data shave been entered, a "hard" copy with each line sequentially

numbered can be printed.

As usual, each topic of interest is identified and given a code

number. ThIs might bedone after the data are, on computer or it might

be done before the fieldwork begins and revised later (each strategy

has its uses). Categories specific to the research can be generated,

HRAF codes can be used, and so on. Coding categories might include

systems of relationships (mother's brother/Sister's,son), events of

particular types, the type of data (obtervationir interview), the

credibility of the community, political system, exogamy, etc. use

Da two-digit numeral to identify each category.

The coding process involves reading through the notes and marking

codes next to each paragraph that contains relevant informations. These

4
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codes are,then entered into columns 81,120 using a apdification proce-

dure which alloqs any'number of lines to be chnaged at one Mime. It is

troth hoting'that entering the 4ata, coding (once categories are defin-

#0), and entering the c6des can all,p8 Ammo by*. research assistants.
.Vete management/is now relatively simple. For examplei I can

obtain a copy of
.

all
.

lines which contain code 04. The output would-1

a

I

iscltde the line number text, and code numbers from lies 5-9%as well
,

..

.

, as any other lines (therefore paragraphs or questioh-answer sequences)e
4 in the entire data set coded'04. ,Also, once "computerized," key word

siprches can be led to,3ocate unindexed information.

Analysis of qualitative data involved an ongoing process of-eon-,:

cept formatiop, development orcatigdriers, analysis, reformation of.

4

concepts and categoriet and so on. Using CATS, new or reiined coding
. bcategories cin be added .at Alit stage oft the researCA h process. In short,:

I can now deal efficiently with 10,000 Pages- of interview Rotes in a

way that would be impossible without the aid of the computer.

4
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AUTOMATED DATA COLLECTION

by H. R. Bernard, Killworth, and Lee-Sailer
4,

A probljthat all field workers have i3 recording all they beha-

vior that is going on around them, let alobe the parts that they are

- interested in. For purposes of a study reported elsewhere we needed

a complete record of all eommunications between any two people in a

social group. We were interested in the relationsflip between the
ti

reports of their communication that people give and the actual commu-
'

nication that occurred. We conducted some.ixperiments in which we

observed people (in an office, for example) as they talked to others,
10

and then later asked them whom they talked to. There are pro blems

with this data collection method. It it very expensive, there are

problems of reactivity (Were the informants acting differently be-

cause we were observing them?), and sometimes observers get tied,

mike mistakes, see what they want to see, etc.

We' needed to find a,group of people 4hoje natural communications

....)

.

(i.e., not ,a laboratory setting)'could be monitored au omaticqlly by -'

a machine. OUP choice was to Study.. group of52 scientists who
F '

communicate regularly via toomputer conference network called EIEB:

We obtained their permission to monitor all'of their communications

for 2'months: We.reZorde'd everything about the.communicatiOnt.excepI
4 .

the content (in order to protect informants). The data Included dates,

time, length,.and frequency of the messages, as well as individual

characteristics of/ihformantpisuoh as age, educttion, amount of ex-.

off
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perience on the system, and so on.

This reduced nearly 5000 pages of data, already coded, "punched",

and format >d ready for analysis. These data are free of the.types-

of errors thit wou have been present '(but unmeasurable) if we used

human observers. The cost of collecting 2 months of a complete behavi-

oral record On this system was approximately $1[400 for programming

and computer time. We estimate that the cost to replicate this data

collection with human observers and coders would be one million dollars.

EVALUATION: We were primarily interested in general questions''.

about informant recall, so the "esoteric" nature of users of electronic

computer conferencing sytems is not germaine to out research. Of

course, there are many things of interest to anthropologists that can-
-,

not-be monitored automatically' However, we expect that in the future

there will be many creative uses of computers.to collect "field° data.

8 5
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MICROCOMPUTERS HELPING TO PRESERVE LOCAL CU nURES

by H. R. Bernard

Since-1962 I have been working with Jesus Salinas, an Otomi from

the state of Hidalgo in Mexico. In 1972 we began to develop an ortho-
r

graphy of Otomi, in the Otomi langupge, and I have been translating

the ethnography into English. Two volumes of a planned seven-volume

work have been completed, and the third volume gets underway this year.

Publishing these volumes might have been impossible, if not for the

factthat both the Otomi and the English translation were entered and

produced on a word processor by a professional typist, and then correct-

ed on a screen by Salinas and me. We used word processing software on

a big computer, because, when we Itarted in 1976, small computers cost

far too much. The point is publishers found it economically feasible

to publish the ethnography only because we were able to provide them

with camera-ready copy of an exotic text. We found two major nest

benefits in writing the Otomi ehtnography on a computer-based word

processor. First, Otomi has never before been a truly written lang-
1.

uage. That is, to my knowledge, there have been no Otomies who have

been genuinely facile a prolific write% in Otomi. Now, every Sen-

tence ever written by Salinas in Otomi is on a retrievable computer

file.. We can study the text for linguistic patterns, and we can tet

to see if there are patterned changes over time. We have recorded a

single instance of an *experiment" that goes on milli s of times a

year, and yet is never recorded: people learning to be literate. To

.4
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understand this process, it is useful to have data that enable us to

measure cognitive and stylistic changes that occur as a result-of this

common experiment. a,

Second, we are finding that inexpensive computers have the paten-
.

tial for preservation of Otomi and many other local cultures around

the world. We are now considering placing a '5600 computer with word-

processinuand 4eta base management software', in Salinas's village.

This will allow him and his fellow Otomi to write down folktales,

local medical knowledge, and Otomi lore that he and his colleagues

want to preserve. Much of this of course, could be done with a

typewriter. The advantage of a computer, though, is that people can

-modify the data base, interrogate it to see if something has already

been enteted, and so on.

Tpday, it seems, there is an increasing demand among Native Ameri-

can groups (Aleuts, Samoans, Paiutes, and others) to develop cultural

data bases for future generations, to preserve their languages in

written form and to support their'identity with locally produced newa-

papers about their communities. All of these functions can be well

served by providing people .with the computer Systems and simple train-

to,

ing that the Otomi project has used.

11-84
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#1,CONCORDARC-E OF FOL.KSONGS

by Ralph Bolton.

In a study of therelative salience of color terms in various

cultural domains, I found'mysejf counting color terms in folksong textsA

goihg through the texts of approximately 1,000 songs line by line.

;uch work is both tedious and far from error-free. Since I intended

to carry out more, intenspe'anal/sRs of the texts of those folksongs,

it occurred to me that it would be helpful to automate the ppgcess of

searching for lexical items in these texts: I decided that my future
work on the folksbngs would be facilitated by generating concordance.

Concordances have been found to be Aiful to scholars in various disci-
.

plines in the humanities (classics, literature, and so forth), and they

can be produced rather easily.with the assistance of a computer. .

-
The texts of 1,082 waynos, which I had collected -overa perip of

,0 years in Peru, were entered onto the computer. A program was then

K

written that provided the following output:

(1) TEXTS. The texts of all the songs were printed oat. .Should
it prov eatible to publish the concordance, it will be simple to make
correct s and then to produce photy-feady copy of the textS;

-(2) WORD COUNTS: a) the computer'senerat s enalphabetical list
of all the words in these songs and gives the freq'beW'c] of occurrence
.4bf each:item; b) the computer generates another 1 at of words accord:-

ing to dlescending frequency of oc:....Lnce in this body of folksongs.
Thus one can look r specific words and,find out how often they Occur,

#
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or one can examine the frequency list to explore the kinds of themes',

that are prominent in this Musical genre;
a

(3) CONCORDANCE: The computer then produces each lexical item

and prints.out the identification number and title of the songs in

which that word appears and it also print., the line containing 'that

word. This makes it possible to examine quickly all of the occurrences

of.a given word in context.

The uses for such a concordance are multiple. 'Having cbricordancea'

. of this t
pe

ypeIlvailake for many dbltures would' greatly facilitate com-
,

--/(1,1rative work. Even if available only for one culture, though, it can

permit more fine-grained analyses of cultural,concep.ts by vastly reduc-

ing the amount of time needed to. hunt and retrieve the relevaqt infor-

mation from a large corpus. It should enhance accurracy and comprehen-

sivfness in the examinetion of data. /Publicati'on of mossive concor-,

dances may not be feasible, but once)produced they could tie copied and
Nk:

made available to interested scholars ai%-a reasonable cost. The concor-

dance we produqed is contained on approximately 2,500 pain (five

volumes). Cultural anthropologists dealing with textual materials

should find concoi.dances quite helpful.

t.

,
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that, since the process wa; automatic, even a dumb machine .should be
I

tOMPUTEil ANALYSIS OF SKEWED KIN TERMINOLOGY

by'David Kronenfeld

"-
t

Mb

A. K. Romney, in 1965, claimed that he had come up with'a reason,p-
.

bly automatIc form of the kind of extension ana lysis of kin terminolc-',

tical systems developed by F. Louns'bury (1964-1965). Romney suggested

N

able to convey at it.
A

In Lounsbury's analysis, relaCely extended members Zits kinterm

category (such as egya,in (anti) are sytematically reduced to relptive7

ly close ones (e.g., Fa Si Da So --1/2 Fa Si So, Fa Si So --1/2,Fa Br,

a Br --1/2 Fa). These re ductions are accomplishedthrounh a smell set

r PT rules, (such as Fa Si Fa Mo...) which are constant within.any

giyen system, -but which vary some across systems. Romney introduced a

notational scheme 'that more closely approlimates a genealogical chart

(Fa 7.. a+m, MS; = mof) and added much detail to the apiciflcation of the

problem.

vt

In attempting to program q computer,to do the analysis, I tried top

copy exactly each stage of Romney's method. As the process went on

several kinds of problems developed. Some of his procedures mere not
.

well enough, specified to be implemented directly,' And I had to provide

the details. Some of his procedure seemed hpt to work in the form he

speci ficit.. here I had to find a version that would work.. Soietimee

prableis_arose that te had hot foreseen4blems negating the precise

form of the data representation.

..'87_ 90
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The iwogram gradually came to work by trying out all possible re-
.

ductions, making, the ones ttat worked, and storing the one's that did

not do the job.

One regenerates the original data in order to make sure that it

had outlined the correct rules. Problems such as those described

above appeared as an inability of the program to make correct reductions

or as its making of correct ones but with many rules (as seen in the re-

expansions). /

The final program (described in Kronenfeld 1976) was run on a

variety of terminological categories including Romney's Omaha and

Aberle's Valmuk. Its procedures are quite general in that its proce-

dures apply to many systems (Crow, Omaha,.Dividium, Hawaiian, "Kalmik",-----1

"TrObriand", etc.). It is exhaustive if not perfectly so, in the sense

that -fits small set of basic procedures does almost all the work before

final moe and hoe procedures are needed. It is moderately complete in

the sense that not all terms are reduced to two kernel kintypes or less

(a6 opposed to, always one).

The usefulness of the program is not, to. do the work of actually

analysing terminologiCal systems. After the pioneering work of Louns-
4

bury and Romney it is faster to do that analysis by hand than even to

type the data into a machine! The benefits come in the assessment of
111

the power and accuracy,of Romney's analytic algorithm, in the improve-
,

memts which the explicitness of the machine forced, and in the new

analyti-c insights about kinship that come to be embodied in the program.

4,
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LNG QUANTITATIVE BEHAVIORAL DATA

by Willett Kempton

Our 'research seeks to understand the cognitive and behavioral

determinants of energy consumption in U.S. residences. It is a curious

fact that identical residences use widely varying amounts of energy.

Correlational studies have been able to explain.only part of the dif-

ferences py standard socioeconomic facors such as income, education,

age, and so on. Studies of change in energy use through time have

found no factors clearly identifying those households which 'reduce their 1

0
inergy use, Not even an individual's belief in the energy crisis or

his attitude toward energy conservatietexplain energy consumption data.

Therefore,'we decided to. collect.more direct. measures of behavior to

explain patterns of energy use. PrevioUs studies hi:14e attempted to

infer behavior from.survey research questions, such as "What do you

set your thermostat at?" or "Do you set back'your thermostat at night?".

We first tried to improve on these 4uestions

i
y using open-ended ethno-

graphic interviews. Unfortunately, both th urvey data and the ethno-

graphic data are unreliable. Peoplrare not always sure what their

own behavior is, and they are likely,to over generalize to give an

idealized versi n. Furthermore, many behaviorsiother than thermostat

setting determine energy consumption, some of which, like opening...of-

windows and odors or useof hot water, are not readily remembered or

categorized AS energy use.

The problems with self-reporting of behavior led us to attempt
.

0
.0
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automatic recording-of energy-related behavior. We now osn easily

wire a house with a microcomputer which measures temperature, thermo-

stat setting, window and door openings, refrigerator and appliance use,

and hot water consumption. This microcomputer does not look like those

advertised as personal computers--it has no key-board or screen. Rather,

it has a calculator-like keypad and display, for simple programming,

and twenty wire connectors. The connectors are wired to sensors,

throughout the house. Every ten seconds the microcomputer checks each

of the sensors; when one has changed value and time of day on an attach-

ed cassette tape recorder. One cassette will hold two or three 0,ys of

data; cassettes are changed either by a reaearcher or by the infprmant.

The data are stored 'on the cassette in p fOrm that is usable by the

main coputer on campus, thus eliminating the usual labor.of coding and

keypunching.

This data-recording microcomputer system gives us an unambiguous

record of selected activities in the household. However, it does not

provide us with the ethnographic context needed to interpret this

behavioral record. We plan to combine tha automated recording with

three other types of data. First, we are conducting intensive ethno-

graphic interviews with the people whose houses are being monitored.

We ask them how °they regulate heat and human then al comfort in their

home, when they use appliances and hot water, and how ey use them.

Second, we will ask informants about their "folk theories": how

they think their thermostats work, how they think their houses lose

heat, what they think are major home energy uses, and ao on. We plan

to do this because our,previous data reveal many beliefs about heat,

90 93



and energy which, aliough widely held, are incompatible with,scienti-
fic theories, since they may belfunctional for household energy manage-
ment. For example, some people seem to regard the thermostat as a

valve; when they want the house to heat up quickly, they turn it all
the way up.

The third type of data we will add is the observation of daily

activities by an ethnographer. Thi; is needed to interpret the micro -

computer records. If the thermostat is changed at different times on

weekdays, we want to know who is doing it on what days, and what other

things they are doing which affects the _variation in time We can

infer some house activities from the automatic record using door open-
ings and hot water use, for example. Obviously, more can be ascertain-
ed by an ethnographer, and the ethnographer also has the opportunity

to ask informants why they are doing what they are doing (questions

must come near the end of the observation time, because they are likely

to change behavior). While the human obierver has some clear advantages

over the blind machine, the machine has three advantages over the human

observer. First, we have clear evldence'that,it, is less intrusive and

less likely to chahge behavior: An earlier project found, that some

informants were setting the thermostat 'down just before the researcher2
came to collect the dassette data tape. Second, machine recordings are
not skewed by the observer's cultural biases. We dOn't have tillworry

. ,

about the record not including a door being Apened bycause "it was only
to let the dog out." Third, the automatic recorder dan.record 24 hours
per day, for years if necessary. This will allow us to record rare

events which might never occur, over the short time periods possible with

'4
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a human observer.

In summary; we combine three types of data to understand energy

consuming behdvior in residences: Long-term automatic recording of

energy-related behavior, open-ended ethnographic interviews, and short-

term observation by researcherscirf the informant's home. By using these

three in conjunction, we hope to.deduce bOth the regular patterns of

energy-relatIti behavior which cause energy consumption to vary widely

among houses and the folk theories and other cognitive factors which

guide. that behavior.

a
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MEASURING VERBATIM RECALL

by Oswald/Werner

#

Recently I have become interested in the'problem of recall. How

much can 04 expected to be recalled,by an ethnographer if hd is not

permitted to record or take,notes during an interview? I think it is
1/4

important that we t t not-only for recalling the gist f an interview

but obtain a measure of verbatim recall 'as weld .

I used the members of-apeminar to conduct an experiment. I read

to the students simple storis from the 2EADER'S DIGEST and asked them

to recall these under a variety of recall conditions.

..The exact details of the experiment are notcrbcial here. The

S

.,

main point is that in this experiment I wanted to'emulate tapirocord,

er, which captures; for example,o/Oice tone,ethnic pecUliarities of
A4411t,

speech, accent's, clever ,phrasing, etc. While focusing,on such features.; 7

verbatim recall becomes an importint measure of accurpcy.

I tried out different methods, for xample, word counts, counts of

ideas or thematic units, and other measures. None proved satisfactory.

While some of these approaches measured the recall of individual.. words,

none were to the exact recall of longer sfretehes of oonnect-

ed speech.

At this pcant I had'to review my APL4(A Programming tanguager users

man ual for another, programming task. TH matrix ',outer produdOt struck

my imagination. It functions like a multiplication table. For siample, fl

,a
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.x is, the sympol for the "outer koduct"):

( 1 2 ) ,x ( 1 2 3 )
.

results in:

1 2 3

2 A-6 '

3 6 9
a

;The manual states that if the x is replaced, for example, by the

sign the "outer product" produces a 1 where there is a match between

columns and rows and a 0 of. there is,no match.

Now, 'if the first vector is the original text, and the second vec-

tor the recalled text, then whenever a word in the recalled text match-
. ;

es a word in the original there will be a 1 and if there is.no match,

there will be a zero. If there are longer sequences of connected speech

that are matched, all 1 mila be On a diagonal from left top to right

bottom. For .example, if the.original text is (abedefgsh ) and
the recalled, text iq_Cabdfgh), the resulting matrix is as follows

abcdefgh
a lod0000d
b 0 1 0-'0 0'0 0 0

d 0 0 01 0 0 0.0
tr

0 0 0 0 0 1 '0 0

E 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

that there is one word recalled in isolation (d), there 1,6

94
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a

is a recalled sequence o' two words (a,b)and a sequence of three words

(f,g,h,). It is easy to 'write a small program, that test's occurrences

in the diagonals.
A

There Is but one simal,1 prOble left: Words are character strings,
.

not single characters or number that 'can 'be easily Con4ared, However,

from another application I have la program that converts character

'strings to unique integers. In)combinaton with that progrIlim my eval-

uation of verbatim recall workirv, wen. For very large tests (e.g.,

my largest is 1,700 words),the original matrix may be split into sub-
.

matrices. That way the matrix cOnot. exceed the capacity of the/ micro-

)

computer's memory.'
4

Matrix. manipulations and conversions are particularly easy to pro-

gram in APL, which is now available for CP/M operating systems and the

zo.o microprocessor; Both fire found in a large number of microcomputers,

incliding APPLE II.

4
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COMPUTER SIMULATION IN ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

by Stuart Plattner

As part of a study of the economic decision making of merchants

at Soulard Farmers Market in St.. Louis, Missouri (Plattnpr 1982), I .

wrote an interactive compute'? game (called AOULARD) which allows the

player to simulate the decisions of a market merchant. I wrote the

program for two purposes: to*erplicitly.test my own understanding of

the vendors' decision making, in a manner similar. to my previous com-

puter program PEDLAR which simulated long-distance itinerant peddling
no.

(Plattner 1975); and as an elicitation device, to hire vendors inter-

act with the Oogram which,simulatestheir own busieeses. By imits-
v

Ling their own economic behavior in a controlled, imaginarY, yet ethno-

graphically

die

realietic setting, I was able to get vendors to talk about

'decision criteria that otherwise would4have required extensive inter-
." ti

viewing to bring
R.

I observed/and interviewed vendors at the wholesale market (where
i

they bought their produce), et the market (where they sold it), and

also in their homes. When I brought my portable terminal to their homes

we first discussed the genera/ issues or decision making in their busi-
,

gess. I tried to point out strategiei4li.nd ,constraints more than I did'
-...

in previous interviews. They then played,
.---

the gaie while I took notes

t .

on theirtreactions., Their4actions, the-deciSion* they made.whtre play -,

4

ing, were recorded on 'the paper printout fiffoR the terminal;. -Iquestfon-
I.

ed them intensively on why they made eadvid Osion. Sometplet p ques:-

J

,
.

Al..
,

ir*
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tion would lead into a long discussion; the noise, excitement and

"real-time." pressure that prevents intensive interviewing during mar-
,

- ket days makes this kind of interviewing impractical, but with SOULARD,

the terminal waits quielipty while we resolve' some difficult point.

"Simulation-interviews" such as I delfribe here are most useful in
a

vs, dealing with relatively abstract issues (e..g., the relationship between

the number'of items sold per stall and gross sales) in a OfncreWu/ay
.

(e.g., "why don't you also buy the apples'offered in the program th;s,

week for your stales?").. The concreteness and realism of the game-

choices allows the ethnographer tollead informants 9asily into discus-

sign of very abstract issues.- Having the referent of an abstract con-

cept, the contest in which it came 9i An the discussion, and tie inf or- '

mant's behavior on paper (the computer printout) facilitates the jump

from specific to abstract.

My informants (who did not, as a rule, have more than a high school

education) accepted the computer terminal's behavior. They dill not mis-

trust it, although ihby misunderstood it. They thought.thatit.Was

smarter"than they, since it was a and winted it to tell them

how to solve their decision problems. Discussing what sort of Informa-

tion would be needed fore the computer to be smarter thad informants was

agood way to justify, my need for Information.

Theftlimitations and disadvantages of using compOters in the field

are serious. I used a remote terminal and communicated with the main
. . lr . %

.
.

computer through the telephone system. The probleM of telephone link-

'age apd accessp tcrolinoverloadedlystem make thk a bad alternative. A

'portable microcomputer, would solve these problems. Computer programs

take enormous amounts of time to create and modify, especially for

people like me whbse computer expertise is spotty and ad hoc. The

-97- 1 G
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dem and' f the computer for specialized knowledgesseem endless, and it

is easy to lose sight of the fact that the main goal is analysis ofIthe

real world. Computer simulation programs can help one learn about a

natural system one is spdying, but I would not use them if they were

not fun. And they are useful for.investigating strategies that are com-

. plex and occur under pressure. The Sdulard market is a good example:

Vendors cannot be.bothered to sit still for intensive interviews during
.

Oa

0-the main market day.when the bulk of their business is.done. They are
0

busy, tired after having worked half the.night in preparing their pro-
. .

duce, too anxious if sales ate going poorly or too excited if sales are
f

I

going well to indulge the fieldworker's reflective qbeetions. 'pier-
s

views away from the market were highly productive and produced the

information I used to construct the model at first. Once my hypotheses

were formed' into a formal model, I found the simluaation gam7:approach

productive of new underltandiag and corrective of old misunderstandings.

For example, the,computer program lists a serection of produce

available for purchase the wholesale market each week, to simulate

"shopping° the wholesale market. At first, all I thOught merchants
)

needed to know aboutk produCe to decide whether to buy it.or not

were the type of produce, its wholesale cost and the existence of spe-

cial de/I.ls (where it is sold below cost). Yet informants had trouble

dWding on that basis. They needed to know what retail, price the pro-
*

duce had soldfor the previous week. The comparison of last week's ,
product this week, given its cost, allowed thcmito infer the state of

demand and supply.

Of course a good fieldworker and a: good informant will produce

these insights sooner orr` later. Yet the benefit of simulation- inter-

views is that they allow the inter/ipwer (to speed up the process).
/41
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MATERIAL ENTAILMENT ANALYSIS

a

by Douglas R: White

PURPOSE: To describe tendencies towards subset-superset relations,

mutually exclusive sets, and co-exhaustive sets in binary data on set

membership. Chains 9f subset/superset relations between variables form

cumulative Guttman scales or implication hierarchies. Multiple and

cross-cutting hierarchies provide a multidimensional geoeralizationof

Guttman scaling. The results,may be expressed'in venn diagrams, entail-

ment digraphs, or first order predicate logic of if-then relations.

DATA NEEDED: A rectangular matrix with case as rows and variables

as columns, coded 0 for'item absences, 1 for presences, and 9 for mis-

sing data (row item i is/ks-not a member of columwset

METHOD: A112 by 2 tables examined. for (1) direction and

strength of correlation, and (2) percentage exceptions to entailments

consistent with the) 'correlatidb. Statistically televant entailments

are *in-ermined by a signal detection procedure. Relevant entailments

are admitted to the final intailient structpre in order of least excep-
1

Lions and strongest correlation on,ly if they pass a parti.aa correla-i.

tion test for transitivity.

ANALYSIS: liesultssal-e printed in three formats: (1) an ordered

list of relevant entailments, showing which.pass and which fail till

transitivity test; (2) a matrix shouiing all entailmerits,up to the max-

V
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p

iml percentage of exceptiods$j (3) sets ofentatlment diagrams,
,for the maximal level orexception, and several for lower levels

EVALUATION: The analysis represents improvement over the implica-

tion analysis'used bybiAndrade (1979) in that (r1) signal detection is

used to test the null hypothesis for eadh entailment; (2) the maximal

level of exceptions is non-arbitrary--i.e., determined by signal detec-

tion; and (3) all entailment chains have passed a stringent test of

transitivity. These are also the' advzintages over the ordering theory
. -

methods of Airasian and Bart (1973) whAh are similar to those of D'An-

drade.
tiPt I

Extensive testing of the program against various datasets shows

that the results are highly satisfying for rules of implication in
ti

limited and well-defined domain.

p.

p
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SIMULATION OF compL:gx SYSTEMS

by David Kronenfeld.

&
0 .

I once got worried about 'whether or not skill made any difference
in professional sports leagues. That is, since he Mature of baseball
guarantees that there will beginners and losers, I wondered whether
some teams won more cohsistenty (within a season or across seasons)
than.they-would have been etpected'to by chance. This problem can be
solved mathematically, but for me it was simpler to write a compyter
program that "played"

several,seasons,worth of baseball.
he Orogi.am asks the use for a.list of teams, for thenumber of

games each" team plays with each other, and for the nunler of ,seasons
to emulate. It then procedes to play each game by drawing a random
number between 0,and 1 and giving

the.first team the win. if the number
is less than .5 and thi second team a win otherwise. It ,prints out the.
standings and the wino and losses for each season. , This -much could
have,been calculated directly without-mimicking actu'il games, but this
way allows one Wexperimen with some further complications: The

..-usercould also modify "weights" determining each team's odds ,of w4n-
1

,

f
ning a, game ccording t; "the attractivenest of .the city,!' '"the wealth
otthi 'owe ;" end "how they.did

tha,,season before'. The first two
weights were constant for all season and last was re= calculated for
each season.

When every tea2/hadan equal chance of winning,' many of.the'sea-
sonal Gam statistics seeMed.very':ealistiC.

But some teams were win ,

ere

a
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ning the pennant with too few wins (g0-90 vs. 100+ that was typical folr

the. National league in the 50's). The weights increased the number of

wins for a simulated pennant race from 80-90 to 90-95.

The main conclusion was that skill was worth about.5+10 games a

season%o the winner, the difference between 100 and 90-9 Consider

this a problem in "baseball anthropology." It seems surpri Yng that

skill, should make so little difference;. the simulation has produced a

counter-intuitive result.

.This kind of simulation can be used for a variety of anthropolo-

gical purposes. While notr.perfectly accurate, it can help the simula-

tor Clarify those places where thinking is fuzziest, anetometimes lead

to very instructional results. They are easy, to do and can be done on

very small computers.

r
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DEALING -WITH TRIADS* DATA

by. David Kronenfeld
. *

$

Air

.%

0

A triads test can sometimes provide useful data to the anthropo-

logist studying meanings or symbolic behavior. In a triads test;*each

subject is presented with many sets of three words (orpictures, photos,

objects, etc.) suprh as

House Car Garage

and is asked to choose the word representing tht concept most-differ-

4 int from'the other two. These data can be used to compare subjects

to. one another, constructicomponential,analyses, and so on. Unfortu-

nately, they are a, pain.-to construct, a pain to randomize, a pain to

scori.,-andit is a pain' to elier)the data into a computer'.

But now, we havt 'computer programs that relit:144'0e drudgery.,

The words wadted in the teat are typed into the computer by theve rson

V
4

administering the test. The program constructs ail the'traids, ran-

domizei'lheir orderof presentation, and the' order of items within

each triad. It priints out each form and later solicits the answers

from the anthropologist; (If the subject can use e terminal, ,the
P

computer records the answer and the reaction time.) It calculates"

and prints out the individual data matrices. If sevetal subjects

take.the same test, it re-randomizes each'time and constructs aggre-

gate similarity matrices. All data are saved by the.computer Apr

future use. Old Lists can be called Up.for,new infprmantS, and so

fax,th. In short, the machine does all the boring 'work, Other yersions

include extra features: One corrects for a tendency of lazy subjects

1?3
1 0 6
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Mb.

tq seiect the third choice in eacb triad; another implements the balanc-

ed block,designof Burton and Nerldve {1976), a techng ique which permits

I
.

.

a much larger number of concepts to-be presented by giving each sub-
/

e).

ject a 4ubset of the 'total set of alit...triads.

The program makes .the desii/oeadministration and scoring of tri
,

ads tests quite easy. It also makes taking the test very easy, arid

maybe even fun. We hive used the test on a variety of subjects rang-

ing from adul ts to six- year -old ct%ildren including illiterates, and

"nati.es", and few have had any trouble with it.

Any kind of questionnaire could receivethe same kind.of machine

organifation, administration, and instant pre-analysis. The,program

fits easily in a small computer, one that could be used in field sites'

where power is available (solar power is available.everywhere).

P
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APPENDIX III'

P

FIELD NOTES SURVEY

I. Biographical Data

1. Degree Institution 2. Date of degree
3. Year of Birth 4. respondent's sex.

5. Is-your dissertation based on your field research? Yes
,6. Current position

7. Ahthropol6gical specialities (please list subfields in order

of,importance):
.

.a. b.

c. d.

e. f.

Background Information on Field Research

I. Dissertation fieldwork location (country)

2, -Name of.tribe-or society

. 3. Type of community studied (urban, .1.1111age, tribal, etc.)

4. Size ofpopulation actually dtudied.

5. Total time spent in the field months-

6. Languagets) used by you in the field

7. Where did you live in relation to the study population?

8. Please describe your housing situation:

.1

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.4++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

If additionhl space is heeded to answer any. of these auestions,
please continue on the,hack of the questionna4re pages.

-
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as

..q

;

Wai there electricity in 10011r residence* the field? Yes No
2 10. If desired, could you have obtained.a work place withelectricity in bill; field research project? Yes .No-

ti

.

t .
.

,

11. Please,deatri6e the means of transportation to your fieldsite:

.

. A4444544 .. .. -,III%-tihWeetifibilYda . .
. ...... ;

J r
1. Summary of dissertdtion (attach an abstract, if possible):. .

--..-

,

a

2. Please list the subfields in the disciplines to which your
dissertationcorrespondst

a

A

1 O6

."4 0 9*
a
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3

iy. eduipment.

Please indicate the kinds of eqUipMentorAused in the field:

1. Yes No Typewriter Manual Electri0

2. Yes No Calculator Type
09

3. ' Yes No Video Equipment .. Color B&W

Portable Nonport,

e4. .Yes Camera Type(s)

Extra lenses,

5.' Yes' No Movie Camera 8 mm 16 mm .

Syncsound Yesr NOV

6. Yes No Tape Recorder .... Cassette Reel

Brand(s)

7. Yes No Computer Equipment. Specify: .

B. rtes No Other

0 a

9. Please describe any problems associate&with equipment ube
(or non-usel in your field research!

e.

6

O

11
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71.

am

V. Data Collection Methods

We are interested.in the methods, techniques and instruments
used in the field. Would you please indicate which of'the following'
you employedin your dissertation research and give a rough
estimate ofthe percent of research time you,devoted to each:

I of.
Yes No Time Method. Mainly for ;fillet; Topics?

1. Participant
Obseryation

2. Key Informant
Interviews

3. Group Interviews

4. Life Nistp es

5. Genealogies

6.

I go 4"

Projective Tests A

Formal Elicitation
Procedures

Census

9. Household.
Inventory

10. Standardized
Questionnaires

4,

11.

12. .'Intensive
Demographic Survey

a

4

a
11

Intensive
0

Economic Survey.

-16s_
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I

f

% of
Yes NQ *Time Method

5

13. Coded Behavioral
Observations

14.

a

Madill for whic to Cs

Locally Available
Written Records

15. 0 Atchives,
Government Records

16. Tape` Recordings

17.

18. ..

.Extensive
Photography

sr-
Other (specify)

-19. To what extent would yop characterize your research as
"quantitative" or "qualitative"? (Circle correct percent.)

l
Quantitative Quantitative

. 60% 70% 80% 90% .100%

4% At 20% 10% 0%%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

100i Jok 4i. 70% A% Sh

Quaiitative .
Qualitative

20. Did you use field assistants? Xes No
..,

21. If yes, how many?

22. If yes, please specify their level of education/training and
how you used them:

AA

"if

1

1O9'
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. 0
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W

# ir
.
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4t!

.. . , . .-
/

. 7,

encoUntared
.
in..'.','-0

6

23. Please discuss the main problems
doing your fieldwork':

you

51.

1(

$

24. If you-were to do the research again, what changes would
you make in how you collected your data?

AP

V

4

a
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VI. Note Taking and,Ipfdimation Recording in the-Field

1. Please describe your Method of recording field data (note
taking eec.):

2._Estimate how much%time on an average day in the field you spent
writing notes (original and final forms):

SI

3. Type of notebook,. paper, etc, commonly used to record original
notes.Please describe in detail.

......m..wormimmmol.

4. Were,you able usually to take notes publically7 Yes No

5. Please describe any situations or topics when this was usually
not possible:

a

114
O
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6. To what extent were your original notes
(while observing, interviewing etc.) or
in the; eyening,.etc.)?'

written in public
in private (later on,

7. Did you use covert note taking techniques for'sensitive topics?
Yes Nofa.

8. If yes, please describe.

9. What memory techniques did you find useftil in supplementing
original notes that were incomplete?

10. In which language were the notes recorded? If more than one,
indicate the appwximate percent of notes recorded in that

. language.

11..Did you work on a dictionary of the native language? Yes No

-0
VII. Organization of the Final Version of Notes

1. Did the final form of your notes differ from original
notes? Yes No

2. If yes, please describe the extent of differe ce.

-112-
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3. When and 'how did you pre are the final'version of your
,field notes?

4. Weretheys typed? handwritten?
oth.itr? (speETT7T7 ,1

5. Did you obtain advice and comments on your field notes
from an advisor? Yes No
Explains

6. Would such a process have been helpful to you? Yes No
Explain:

r"
7.4.anguage(s) used in the final form of notes. Ifemore than one,

specify the percent of notes in that lapgu% e.

8. Type and size of paper, cards, or other materials on which
the final notes were recofded:

9. Please estimate the total amount of msterial you accumulated
during your field research.

'Approx. No. Pp. Approx. Wordspage

Qualitative observations

Census

Questionnair s/surveys

Texts (tales, songs,
law cases, etc.)

Archival records

Genealogies

Other ,

,

11 6
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t

I)

# A

s

10
AN.

10. Number of copies made of the final version of notes.

11. What did you do with the additiimal copies made?

12. Specifically, did you send a copy of your notes back to a
dijsertation advisor or 9ther professor while you were in
the field? Yea -No

'13. Did you use a system ,for coding infolmatph while in the
field? Yes No

fA
14. If yes, pleasewdescribe it. 1'

15. Specifically, did you use Murdock et. al.'s Outline of Cultural
Materials to order your data? Yes No

16. Please describe any problems you may have had in coding,
classifying or 'ordering qualitative field data.

17. Did you further code your material after leaving the,field?

Yes No

407 If yes, please describes

-114- 1 1. 7
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19. What filing system did use for your notes while in the -field?

20. What filing system did you use thereafter?

21. To what extent cillryou use your notes while you were in the
field;
41,64 AL!

22.\\Ighe?t precautions did you take against envirpnmental damage to
you notes while yeu here in the field?

23. What precautions did you take to safeguard the confidentiality
of your materials while you were in the field?

24. How have you stored your materials for,safekeeping subsequently?

-115- 1 1 8
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VII. Use of Notes During. Analysis Phase

1. Did you use pseuddnymi in your notes? Yes No

2. Do you use or do you plan to use pieudonyma in your pub-, lications? Yes No...mmINM

3. What problems did you encounter in using your notes during the
analysis and writing phase of your dissertation research?

\r

4. Are your fieldnotes in a form that they could be used byother scholars? Yes NoMI INNI.

5. Have you allowed any other scholarts) access to your fielddata in unpublished form? Yes No_Please elaborate:
4

6. What is your opinion on the sharing of data trough thedevelopment of a central ethnographic data bankfor
anthropology?

7. In addition to-your dissertation, have you written otherdocuments based on your dissrtation field work3 Yes No
8. If yes, please specify the number of each:

published monograph or book

published articles or chapters in edited books

article manuscripts, written but not yet published

monograph manuscripts, written but not yet published

VP

I
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IX. Computer Usage

1. Was a computer-used in any stage .of your dissertation research?
Yes No

2. If yes, please describes

3. Did you do your own programming? Yes No

4. Which pibgramming.languages do you know?

5. Do you think you could have made use of the computer, or better
use of it, in your research? Yes No

6. Please explain:

X. Previous Training in Notetakina Meg:oda

1. Was training in note taking or data recording part of your
graduate elation? Yes No

2. If yes, please descrIbe its

3. Were specific methods recommended? Yes No

4. If yes, please describe them:

or,

I
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5. What is the source of the note taking or.data recording methods
you used in the field? ,

6. Did your field

7. ri yes, please

situation affect your methods of note taking?
Yes No

describe:

8. In retrospect, could yoUr tesearch have been improved by
some for more) training-invdata recording,techhiques or other
field methods? Yes No 1 -,......

9. If yes, please explain:

XI: Recommendations

1. Please discuss any recommendations or ideas you might have that
could_contribute town improvement in field techniques in
anthropology.

S

I

A Reminders we would greatly appreciate receiving
an, abstract of your thesis and a copy of any
Biscussion of field methods you included in your
thesis. Thank your

3

4
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APPENDIX IV

$

A

1 .

WE ALL DO ITYBUT 46W?

'A SURVEY OF CONTEMPORARt FIELD NOTE PROCEDURE

I

Field notes, in a 1 their.variety, are a vital parts Of all anthO.,.

pological research. Their production consumes a significant portion O(

a field worker's time and energy. They are also essential for-preserving .

Venation for future reference and, as time passes, tend to be regard.,

ed`aA acO41 :E4171s1C data, iencapsulati f 1.1idE i ill- 'di f AW.
er t

iacy of the; field experience. Fieldnotes air play ap important role in

converting raw inforMation and observations into a coherent, at least

somewhat organized, form that later can be usetully re-read and further

ana1yzed by the fieldworker,.and perhaps others as well.

This, paper presents a compilation of information on field note'pro-

cedure, drawn both from published sources (1) (ethnographies, reports of

fieldwork experiences, handbooks of method) and from a questionnaire (2)

sent to recent recipients of the Ph.D. in socio - cultural anthropology.

Though the emphasis of this paper is on "qualitative notes," those that

record the detailed, infinitely variable and'often impressionistic

facets of a culture, it is necessary to put these in perspective by
Nr

first outlining the full range of types of data records used by field-

wirkers. We will theh briefly' summsrizo the "shoulds" of qualitative

note taking, the procedures and sCandardeadvdcated om the literature,

before turning to my central concern: the foi.ms of field noses employed

by fieldworkers. Against thisbackground sa will finally,diacuss some

preliminarykfindings from our questionnaire survey.

-119-
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RANGE OF DATA RECORD TYPES C

It is the rare anthropologistoiho uses only a single format to re-

cord all field notes. Host researchers selectively make use of a variety *

of data recor4 types, in pert because it is convenient to keep different

.types of informati n Seperate and also because some types, of infokmation

are best Suited,to specific types of recording systems. But in spi te, of

,, this diveriity, all types of data records are not used with equal fe-

civincy by field researchers. Nudging from published .accounts of field-
,

'`)

werk:,'is well as method handbOoks, ,field note types can be divided

roughly into three groups: those that seem to be Uqed by most anthro-

pologists, those in fatrly common use, and the more' specialized forms

which are mentioned onloccasionally.

Data record ty es used by most anthropolOgists include:

I

7detSiled, qualitative field notes (3)

Lop4-the-spot jottings made in pOcket notebooks (4)

-personal, journal, or fieldwork diary (5)

-preliminary analyses, stocktakinga, field reports (6)

- photographs

-notes or copies of offiiial records, erChival'material, publi-
,

tatPons (i)

Individu.al researchers mauy comblne some of these forts, writing

theoretical analyses as part of a fieldwOrk diary, of. kteping.a single

journal 471 millchl)oth "objective" fieldnates and,"subjective" material

Are recorded.
$ 1

A second category of data record types, those in fairly coisbon use,
,

,A
.-a ComMukity census of standard backgrougd information (9)

- a Separate file, of information on individuals or households

includes:

0

0

- extensjyi genealOgies (11) 4

-146parate records, of major publid events, lengthy rituals,

court cases Or formal'-interviews (12)

1.questionaireS or schedules ocjairecific topic (13)

-120-
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-tests or essays writ en by informants (10

Typically these, data re9ords segregate the specific topics of informa-

tion collected by the rwarcher. They are often made in .a standard for-

mat and/or on a special form.
(

A'third group of specialized data records, reported occasionally,

includes:

'-tape recordings of amiic or oral literature (15)

- copieirofthe fieldworkeroi correppondence (16)

- informants' drawings (17).,

-material cditure collections. (18).

-separate index of the content and context of photograph (19)

-movies and videotapes (20)

-a "noise record" of typiCal :sounds (21,

- plant andfor animal collecti ne (22)

- meteorological and climate re orts (23)

-tape recorded life histories(24)

-tape recorded information on conceptual categbries (25)

-1i4uistic notebooks, word cards (26)

- record of the abbreviations used in notes (27)

This list probably undeirestimates the great variety of types of

anthropological field notes. It is impiqtant to remember that each type

has techniques that are specific:any appropriate to it. Our primary in-

terest here is in the detailed, qualitative notes generally used'to re-
,

' cord infTation collected through observation, casual conversation and

interview. Serving both as a catch-all for and the standardOrepoaitory

of detailed information, '4N-30 are probably the type of data record most
1

commonly meant by the general term "field note:" Often, though not in-

variably, these notes also constitute the bulk of recorded field materi-

al.

Jr.

es.

1\

Ver

THE oSHOULDS" 'OF' QUALITATIVE NOTE TAKING -

fieldwork handbooks rarely describe note taking and associl-

ted data retrieval tecniques in any detail (28), virtually all advfse 4

-121-
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researchers fO follow some general, methodological.guidelines. As might
be expected, the scope and emphases of these recommendations vary from

Aauthor to author. The following list ,of fifteen. "shoulds" is a compositer

drawn from diverse sources of published advice. Writers are in agree-
ment, except wiiere noted otherwise, that field notes should:

(1) Be extensive and detailed. A generally apprdved principle is to
record more details than the researcher origihally,thinks are absolutely
necessary, because it is impossible to know from the outset what. will be
relevant information. Notes.shou;d systematically contain verbatim
quo5es, local expressions and categories,of thought, close paraphrases
as well as detailed descriptions of events and activities, (29)

6(2) Be _ wrettn ,as_saan es possible. Doing this ensures that the

"immediate realities" of the research situation will be preserved and
that the data recorded will be is accurate as possible. (30)

0
(3) Include the source of the information and the context in which' it

was obtpined. standard heading containing thisAnformation is often
recommendd . t is also considered important to distinguish between di-
rect observations, answers to questions and volunteered information,

either through a system of abbreviations or in a narrativeform.-(31)

(4) include (or be supplemented separately by) a personal record of
the field research. This should in ludo, information On such topici as

le

the researcher's subjective actons,initial and subsequent impres-
sions, daily activities, problems, fears, confusion% pleasures, mis-
takes and ideas. It should be 'written daily. (32)

(5)ABe well preserved'and safegaurded. Fieldnotes must be protected} -OW '.
.

,i .,

against !occidental 10331. thcip, environmental damage and natural cotes-
billephe. Using high qualit writing materiali is recommended, as is mak-
ing more than one copy. These precautions should be employed not only
for qualitative notes but aldo or all the information recorded in sepa-
rate formats: (33)

(6) Be written in language that is as concrete and descriptive as
possible. Observations should be recorded at a low level of abstriction
and should preserve the "sense evidence" on which any descriptive gene-

x125
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ralizations are 'based. (34)

(7) Record data ln a usable manner. The originit researcher must be

able to find information that has been previously recorded. To this end,

an appropriate note format sbouid be selected and 0 systIm.of data re-,

trieval should usually be'desUned into 'the system. Some, though not
% .

all, anthropologists also Oqlieve that fieldnotes should potentially be

usable by-other researchers for comparative purpoits. (35)

,,Zo'achieve these goals', a researcher Meld:.

(8) Be Sensitive to the effect of note taking on informants. Itually
;

this means that until rapport is.securely establishedand/or until in-

formants agree, to nOti-fik. ag;TifWmatiO matberecoraedlater end in

privatei, (16)

(9).Pause to,make on-the-spotjottings, writing down key words, common
, t

,

idioms, quantitative information, and lists-of impoetant eventsor sub-

field notes. If these' jotting's cannot be made publicly, fieldworkers

must make use of covert miXhods (cr. Sturtevant 1959) or of any availa-
-"II.

ble private (1.e., frequent trips-to the toilet, re,uring briefly to

one's car or room.etc.). (37),

(10) Be aware of own biases and-weaUnessesin note talcing and try to
0

compensate for them. It is important to try to overcome observational

biases, to direct attention to CNitues that tend to be neglected, to

learn the limits of oliq' own attention span and to develop methods. for

increasing recall ability. (38)
0

(11) Review field notes periodically..Doing so improves field note

quality by allowing gaps in information to be filled before" leaving the

field, by allowing contradictions and disparaties to-Ybe pursued and
.

clari'ied, and by helping the researcher to recapture the fresh view-

point with which he 'or she began fieldwork and span to become aware of

significant phenomena that had come. to be ignored or taken for granted.

This review can also be extended by sending copies of field notes to a

colleague (or advisor) for comments. (39) o'',

(12) Digest field material .by making written analyses of it.- This" can

be done by "brainstorming" as part. of a fielditork diary, writing "posi-

'-123- 126
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Lien papers" that summarise the current state of the researcher's know-

ledge, by preparing "short essays" on specific hunches and patterni, as

well as by taking short breaks to present papers in seminars and confer-

ences. S40)-

(13) Always keep data recordinA materials ready and available for use.

They should be carried with the researcher, or kept with a flashlight by
YIN

the bed at night. (41)
4

(14) Keep a record.of abbrdiations, symb9s or initials used in notes.

With the passage of time,.the'meanings'Of even tiA'seemingly most obvi-

ous a6breviationeMey no longer. be clear. (42)
. .

kot._Decome a vint.im nf,pna1.5 411,11 note frek.i*g system. The time sad

effort spent On paper workohould be rewarded by greater recording ef-
.

ciency and mote comprehensive data.. If it is not, recording and retriev-

al systems should be modified. The costs and benefits inherent in every

syitem of note taking should be understood and weighed in Choosing the

TOTS, that is used. (43)

Given that'reilarehers attempt to follow many, if not all, of these

principles, we can now -turn our attention to the variety of forms that

can be usedto record qualitative field notes.

FORMS OF QUALITATIVE FIELD NOTES AND

, ASSOCIATED DATA-RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

'Potent-ially there are twor'related funciions.to be fulfilled by

.field' notes. 'The moat beslc function; 'performed with some degree of

competency by ali:iWitems.entalls .recording accurate.arid oomprehensie

4nformation for future use. Additionally, some systems also feature a

means o'retrieval, comlnobly by indexing or coding, that allows infor-

mation, once recorded, to be found again as needed for cross-Checking,

tabulation or 'review. Host anthropologists probably would agree with

Perlman (1176:311) that an adequate system of note taking should be

"sufficiently systematic so that it is possible to know and to find rel-

atively easily- the kinds of data already collected."

'There woc4d,be much less agreement, however, about the extent to
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which a note taking system should be structured, by considerations tf

effective data retrieval. John Gulick, who advocates using a note taking

system oriented primarily to recording information, advises leaving any

indexing and coding of notes to a post-field stage of analysis on the

grounds that they cannot "catch the immediate realities of life" if they

are written with preconceived categories in mind (Gulick 1977:100). An

opposite point of view, well presented in Boissevain, eRphasizes the ne-

cessity of an in-field analysis of field notes, holding that "unless

what is observed is digested thoroughly while in the field, it loses

meaning and therefore/value once you leave" (Boissevain 1970:83). Note

taking systems that include a systematic means of data retrieval are

presumably an essential aid to such "digestion," even though they prob-

ably require more fieldwork time.,

Clearly there are many dimesions to the dilemma of which note tak-

ing system to choose. A researcher must consider his or her own needs,

skills and temperatient as well as the field conditions in making this

decision. It is necessary to remember that the advantages of any system

do much to create its disadvantages.

We would now like to summarize the main forms of field notes used by

anthropologists (and other social scientists who do qualitatively-orien-

ted, participant observation fieldwork). Sources for this summary con-

sist of some fifty
'

references to note taking method, usually giving

brief and/or fragmentary information, which we ferreted out of the ethno

graphiei, journals and method handbooks that provide any information at

all on%this topic. The six forms we will describe below can best be

viewed as a continuum, beginning with those structured mainly by a data

recording function and moving through tothose whose format is increasLT

ingly deterMined by data retrieval considerations.

FORM I: PLAIN JOURNAL OR DIARY

Field notes are recorded in i chronological! journal style with en-
.

tries usually separated only by dates. There is no system of data re-

trieval built in for field use, though indexes and topic categories may

4121111/5 41101
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be added later during post-field analysis. Some researchers write asin-
gle set of notes, combining "objective" information with their more per-

sonal or subjective material. There is no exact information available on

the typical quantity of notes produced using this system though one

user, Richard Nelson (1973:11), rioted that'ailltr eleven months of re-'

search, he had 450 pages of notes recorded in "bound notebooks" of. an

unspecified size. (44)

FORM II: SEPARATE NOTEBOOKS FOR DIFFERENT TOPICS

In the only published account of this method ihat rye (have located

(Hostetler and Huntington 1970), the p!learcher usid a set of seven 5"

by 8" spiral notebooks, each allocated to a general topic; such as

"men's work," "movement to and from the settlement." In this case, notes

recordethin this form were supplemented by tape recorded observations

sent away for transcription since the researcher's field privacy was

extremely limited. (45)

FORM III: INDEXED JOURNAL SYSTEM

I

The notes themselves are recorded in a chronological, journal-type

format, either on ordinary-piTed paper or in bound notebooks. In *dither

case, a large margin is left on the left hand side and the pages are

numbered. The appropriate code words (ornumbers) for significant topics

are written in the margin of each page of notes, and these are then

cross-referenn! .th the dateikand page number of the notes. The index

thus created is usually placed at the end of the notes indexed. Indexing

systems vary in frbrm and complexity (of, descriptions by Boissevain 1970

and Whyte (1955, 1960 and referred to in McCall and Simmons 1969),

though most use separate indexes for individuila, and for topical cate-

gories.

Those who use this form of field note; often keep other supplemen-

tary types of data records such as a personal diary, census records,

files on inlividuals( topical file folders for photographs, clippings

and printed matter, and so on.

Boissevain (1970) provides the only published information we have

located on the quantity of information recorded by a user of this sys-
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tem. After fifteen months of field research, he had filled 1500,pages in

his journal notebooks, an estimated total of about 360,000 ords. (46)

FORM IV: JOURNAL WITH PAGE COPIES ALSO FILED TOPICALLY

1 Notes are written or typed in a narrative format, with provksion

for making several copies of each page, either by US ng carbon paper or

by typing directly on duplicating stencils. The nolics are categorized or

coded in the margins, the pages are reproduced, andia copy of the rele-
,

l'Ant information is filed under the topics that have been chosen to or-

ganize the field research. The original pages are usually retained in

chronological order to serve as a fieldwork journal.

"Predictably there is great variety in the categorizing and filing

procedures used (cf. Gulick 1977 for the "Rimrockm approach, MtCall and

Simmons 1969, Perlman 1970, and Sasaki 1960 for the system used by the

Cornell University Southwest Project). Some researchers have developed 4

their own topical categories. Others have used Murdoch et al.'sOutliae

ofGultural aterials or other comprehensive outlines. Some users, whose

ability to produce large numbers of duplicate copies is limited, cut the

pages of notes into separate pieces by topic and file these. More com-

monly, though, intact pages are filed under each heading.

As the testimony of PerlMan (1970) indicates, this systelymay:in-

volve more paperwork than an individual researcher can easily perform.

It may be most workable in .a large scale project where several research-

. iers must share their fieldnotes and where secretarial supporia,availa-

ble. We located no published information on the quantities of field

notes produced in a typical fieldwork period using this method. (47)

FORM V: TOPICAL FIELD NOTES

Here the researcher categorizes hisor her data as it is recorded

so that each chunk of information is written, at least ideally, on a.

separate sheet and can be filed under the relevant topic heading. Parti-

cularly complex or lengthy accounts may require additional cross- refer-

encing. In categorizing this material, some researchers have used pre-

pared cultural outlines while others have relied on a system of-tir:

own devising. In any case, the category system can be amended and re-
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fined as the research progresses.

Characterisically, topical field notes are recorded on smaller

sized papers or cards. "Note sets," a sheaf of paper interspersed with

carbons, are prepared to produce at least one copy and sometimes as many

as six. Depending on the number of copies available, the notes may be

filed under a variety of topics, chronologically and/or by individual

informant, and a copy may also be sent.oup-of the field for safekeeping.

Topical fieldnotes may be either type or handwritten. They may be the

original data record produced or may be prepared in privacy later as an'

expanded form. One essential. feature, however, is that a system must be

developed for inscribing each note with essential background informa-

tion, such as the name of the'informant (and possibly other information

about him), the context in which the data were collected, the research-

er's initials, the main subject matter and the date.

In this system a separate personal diary is usually kept to provide

context and background. Researchers may also record specialized informa-

tion, such as genealogies, long descriptions of meetings and ceremonies,

household censuses and standardized interviews or surveys, in more con-

vinient formats.

Published descriptions of this form of field notes are fairly num-

erous, (48) but only two provide information on the quantity of data re-

cords produced. Williams (1967) estimates that his handwritten "note

seem" averaged about six sentences per page,,with daily production rang-

ing between 40 and 60 pages (not including the six copies he made of

each page). If a daily average of 50 pages of notes were made under this

system, a year of fieldwork would result in some 18,900 pages of notes

(originals only). Norbeck (1970:256) estimates that the 5' by 8" file of
1

notes he collectet in about a year's research was "equal to perhaps 2000 -

manuscript pages." E. H. Spicer and John Honigmann are credited by vari-

ous users for originating or disseminating this note taking system.

FORM VI: DOUBLE INDEXED FIELD NOTES

In this system topical field notes are first prepared as described

above, either on papers or on sort cards. The researcher then recodes or
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more fihely categorizes the information on each sheet, usually by noting

a topic or number in the left hand margin. Some method of cross-indexing

or retrieving these additional topics is then used.

Four varieties of data retrieval for this form have been described
4

above, either on papers or on sort cards. The researcher then( codes or

more finely categorizes the inforMation on each sheet, usuall)-by noting

a topic or number in the left hand margin. Some method of cross-indexing

or retrieving' these additional topics is then used.

Four varieties of data,rettieval for this form have"been described

in some detail in the literaturle. (49) Yengoysn's (1977) method is pet-

hapsthe most elegant, making use of 5" by 8" Burroughs Unisort cards

(arm 1-9) which have 91 punch categories arodnd their border. These

margin holes are assigned to include the cultural categories, topics and

individuals relevant to the study. Fine indexing of information on each

card is done by punching-the margin hole(s) corresponding:to the top-
,

lets) noted in the card's margin. This allows the cards with information

on a' specific subject'to be separated out with a sorting needle. Yengo-

yen found that three to ten cross-references were usually sufficient.

Boissevain (1970) wrote topical notes on regular cards, recategor-

ized the entries and then transcribed the topics ink a master index.

Wolff's (1960) system was basically similar but involved putting topical

field note clippiegs in subject envelopes, and then appending two lists

of cross indexes to each envelope.'

Honigmann's (1970) systemsof double indexing makes use of in 8 " by

12" looseleaf notebook in which certain page are reserved'for the major

topics of- interest in his study.,The content of each page is then re-in-

dexed and these topics are cross-referenced by being entered in a separ-

ate index volume. 4

A POSSIBLE SEVENTH FORM???

A seventh form of field notes is apparently now possible, involving

the computer storage of qualitative field data. The development of this

method is very recent and constitutes the subject of another chapter in

this report. At the timb of the writing of the present chapter there
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existed no published accounts of this form, although articles by Denham

(1975, 1977) contained information concerning-his development of an

exploratory computer recording system in the field. The invention of

this new form is occurring in the late 1970's and undoubtedly will be

advanced significantly in the 1980's as a result Of the so-called

microcomputer revolution now underway.

Rio

A

4

SURVEY OF CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE

We would like to present some preliminary findings from a question-

naire on field note methods that we sentvt in 1979 to appi.oximately

200 recent Ph.D.'s in socio-cultural anthropology. Our sample comprised

all the individuals whose socio-cultural dissertations are listed

1977-1978 GUIDE TO DEPARTMENTS published by the American Anthropologi-

cal Associations.

We had a number of goals in sending-this questionnaire. First, we

hoped to obtain intOrmation thilt W83 more detailed, more representative

and more recent than that available in print. We were also interested in

obtaining a variety of information rarely discussed in published sour-

ces. For example, we are interested in how satisfied the researchers

were with the note taking methods they had used, in,,themajor difficult-

ies they had encountered and the modifications they would make in their

techniques for subsequenbetesearch, in the ways and the -extent to which

field situations determined or limited their note taking practices, in
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the extent of training they had received ih note taking techniques and
IA

other field methods and whether they felt it had been adequdte, and in

the source of the, recording methods they had used. We also hoped to e-

licit any novel or unique data recording systems that these researchers

may have developed.

Thirdly, we were interested in ascertaining whether any general

conclusion could be drawn about the use of specific data recording syst-

ems. We had in mind such questions as: Is there a significant correla-

tion between the use of a given form of note taking and the number and/

or type.of subsequent publications? How much standardization is there

between the topic researched and the note taking methods used to record

data? Is there,any correlation between the note taking form and the

tame of fild notes produced? Or between the choice of a note taking

system and the length of stay in the field?

This should give a general picture of the scope of the question-

aire and the'direction of our
:

research interests. Unfortunately, I am

not yet able to present our findings in any-detail; We received response

from only 44 individuals (a low 20% response rate) and of these, only 34

were complete and unambiguous. We plan to try to persuade more of our

busy (or perhaps,reluctant) informants to cooperate but our small data

(base restricts us at present to presenting only general answers to four

relatively staight-forward question'.

First: what were the forms of data recording most commonly used? -

'No forms, the plain journal (Form I) and topical field notes (Form

V), were most frequently reported. Each was used by 30% of the respon-

dents. The indexed journal system (Form III) was used by 20% of res-

earch'ers. No one reported using the seperat'e note notebook system. The

remaining forms were used by only a few researchers.

Second: What were the sources of the recording method used?

The majority of respondents (53%) reported that they ttemselvis

vised the system of, note taking they had used. Most also indicated that

they had not received training in noteataking and had not been given

specific recommendations by an advisor. In tills light it is particularly



,interesting .that the plain journal and the topical field note forms were

used with, equal frequency by these respondents.

A' further 29% creditedan advisor or graduate training. program as
.

the source of their system. It is noteworthy that of tho who lea ned

their note taking method in this manner, a majority used either a topi-

cal or double-indexed form, both of which emphasexe systematic data re-

trieval. The remaining researchers (18%) credited fellow graduateetu-

dents, published sources, oral-tradition'or miscellaneous others as the

sources of their methods.

Third: How much field time is usually spent in preparing notes?

Predictably, this varied greatly between individuals:. the lowest,

reported was 1 1/2 hours per day and the highest was 7 1/2 hours per
%

day. When responses were aveYaged on the batis of the type of data re-

cording 'system used, users of the journal- with- filed -page- copies form

averaged the least amount of time: 2 1/2 houragiper day. Plain journal

and topical fieldnote form users reported spending about three hours

daily on notes, while averages for both the liouble-indexed and indexed-

journal form? were slightly over 4 hours. Our data Obse must be in-

creased befor# such figures can be taken as fully representative, but

it is interesting that the majority of respondents spent less than the
0

third of fieldwork time recommended as a minimum by Boissevain (1970:83)

and Junker (1960:12). (50)

Fourth: What was the,averagi volume of the notes produced?

Here also there is muck idiosyncratic variation. Some_researchers

reported returning from the field with only several hundred pages of

qualitative field notes, while others brought back several thousand. An

Average figure, far what it is worth, is about 1100 pages. There was

also a wide range in the number of 'words reported as recorded in quali-

tative notes, varying from a high average of 468,000 by users of the

journal-with-filed-pate-copies form, to low average of 197,500 by us-
,

era of the double-indexed form of field notes.

.1
In addition to qualitative field notes, most researche're also rei

ft

corded additional notes in other formats. On'general average, these add
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slightly less than 200,000 words to the volume of field notes.. I might

also add, insofar as such-Tigures may be of interest to those developing

.computer recording systems, tilt the most words any researcher reported
A

recording in field notes was 1,90,000 (during 18 months in the field),

though several other researchersestimated that they had recorded overa

million words. e

Conclusion

To return to the note on which I began this paper, as we know, we'

all do it. It is hoped that now we know perhaps a little bit more about

how we do-it. The next question.is, of course, how can we do it better ?.

I leave it to other members of this symposium to propose some possible

answers.

NOTES

1. It is hard to exaggerdate the lack of published information on the -

specific note taking techniques used by field, researchers. It would seem

that most anthropologists share the attitude expressed.by Langness

(1965:46):-

"It probably makes littleflifference just how one actually records

his information, provided he is able to work with later."

My bibliography lists the sources (53) that I was able to discover on

this subject after combing through hundreds of publications. While addl-.
.

tional sources are likely to exist, I feel my efforts represent a thour-

ough search of the literature. I.would be grateful for a citation tor, any

additional sources, known to readers of this paper.

2. Thee idea for a questionnaire onthis topic. originated with-Ralph Bol-

ton, though we campiled it together. In it we seek answers to over 100

questions grouped under t1 general headings: respcindents biographical

. 4data, background information on field research, the subject of the dis-k

sertation produced, the equipment used, data collection methods, note
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'taking and information recording in the field, organization of the field
notes, use of field notes during the analysis phase, computer usage,

previous training in note taking methods, and resiondents' recommenda-
tions for idprovements in anthropological field techniques.'

3. See: Warnett 1970:4ff, Beattie 1965:41-2, Boissevain 1970;79, Dia-
mond 1970(140, Gonzalez 1977:137, HiLger 1960:v-vi, Hitchcock 1970:76,
Honigmann 1970:40, Kiefer 1972:7, Maxwell 1970:477, Mead 1940 and 1956,
Nelson 1973:11, Norbeck 1970:256, Oswalt 1963:168, Pelto 1970:265 -6,
Perlman 1970:311, Powdermaker 1966:94-5, Robertson.1978:24, Smalley
1960, Vanstone 1962 :6, Whiting and Whiting 1973:282-3151 Whitten
1970:351, Williams 1967:38, Yengoyan 1977:230.

4. See: Boissevain 1970:79, Diamond 1970:40, Freilich 1977:159, Gonzalez
1977:137, Gulick 1977:99-100, Maxwell 1970:477-8, Nelson 1973:10,Nor-
beck 1970:255-6, Pelto 1970:265, Perim, 1970:311-2 Robertson 1978:h,
Vanstone 1962:6, Yengoyan 1977:230.

5. See: Barnett 1970:4ff, Beattie 1965:42, Boissevain 1970:79-80, Dia-
moqp 1970:140, Gulick 1977:99, Honigmann 1970:4 e'er 1972:7, Mead
1956:499, Perlman 1970:311, Rose 1965:10, Whitten 1970:351, WilliaTs
1967:38.

6. See: Boissevain 1970:80-1,83; Denten 1970:96 Diamond 1970:140,
ger 196050vi, Hitchcock.1970:176, McCall and Simmons 1969:76, Pelto 1970:
266, Perlman 1970:311-2, Spradley 1979:76, Whitten 1970:351, Yengoyan
1977:231-2.

-

7. See: Beattie 1965:42-3,Hilger 1960:vi, Honigmann 1970:40; Mead 1956:
495-6, Nelson 1973:10, Norbeck 1970:256, Pelto 1970:266, Perlman 1970:
312, Williams 1967:36-7

8. See: Beattie'1965:41, Boissevain 1970:79-80, Gonzalez 1977:137, Hon-

igmann 1970:66, Maxwell 1970:477,. Oswalt 1963:168, Whitten 1970:383.
9. See: Beattie 1965:39-41, Boissevain 1970:78, Gulick 1977:97-8, kiefer
1972;7, Mead 1956:482, Perlman 1970:311.

10. See: Boissevain
1970:80, Honigmann 1970:66, Mitchell 1967:39, Perl-

man 1970:311-2, Rose 1965:10.

11. See: Boissevain 1970:77 -8, Chagnon 1974:88-124, Mead 1956:482, Whit-
,
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ten 1970:41, Yengoyan 1977:231.

12. See: Honigmann 1970:66, Mead 1940:326, Perlman 1970:312, Robertson

1978:24,131; Yengojan 1977:230.'

13, See: Denten 1970:96, Hitchcock 1970:176, Maxwell 1970:477Sasaki
4

1966:x.

14. See: Beattie 1965:30-4, Boissevain 1970:80, Perlman 1970:312, Rob-

ertson 1978:25,131-2.
4

15. See:plizalez 197703,7, Norbeck 1970:256, Whitten 1970:383.

16. See: Honigmapn 1970:40, Robertson 1978:1-2.

.17. See: Honigmann-, 1970:66, Mead,1956.

18. See Gonzalez 1977:137.

19. See Williams 1967,:37.

20. See Hitchcock 1970: 76-7.

21. See Williams 1967:38.

22. See Maxwell 1970:477.

23. See Williams 1967:40

24. See Keiser 1970:230.

25, See Whitten 19701383.

26. See Boissevain 1970:78.

27. See Williams 1967:39.

28. A noteworthy exception is Williams (1967) Articles by Smalley

A1960) and Wolff (1960) also provide fairly d tailed descriptions of one

note taking form.

29. lee: Boissevain 1970:83, Crane andaingrosin 1974:11-2, Junker 1960:

14, Mead 1956:482-495, McCall and Simmons 1969:7 Nelson 1973:10, Royal

Anthropological Association 1951:46, Whyte 1966:365-6.

30. Beals 1970:50, Freilich 1977:159, Gulick 1977:100, Griaule 1957:731

Hilger 1960:v1, LaP ngness 1965:46, McCall and Simmona 1469:74, Norbeck

1970:256, Paul 1953:449, Pelto 1.970:266, Royal Anthi-ppological Associa-

tion 1951:4:, oadley 1979:75. *

31. Beattie 1965:42, Beals 1970:50, Crane and AngroSino: 1474:11-12, Gu-

lick 1977:99, GrLaule 1957:74-6, Hilger 1960:ix, McCsl] and Simmons

1969:74, ,Norbeck 1970:256, Paul 1953:449, Pelto and Pelto 1978:71, Royal

F

c
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Anthropological Association 1951:45, Salamone 1977, 4\malley 1960:49,
Spradley 1979:75.

32. Beals 1970:500 Beattie 1965:42, Boissevain 1970:79-80, Crane and An..
,.-

grosino 1914:12,,Gullick,1977:99, Langness 1965:46, McCall and Simmons
1969:74-5, Paul 1953:449, Royal Anthropological

ABsociation 1951:46,
Spradley 1979:76, Whitten 1970:351.

33.1Beals 1970:50; Beattie 1965:41, Boissevain 1970:79, Chagnon 1974:
103-4, Crane and Angrosino1974:11, Dentan 1970:96, Diamond 1970:140,
Griaule 1957:73, Gulick 1970:101, Langness 1965:46, Maxwell 1970:477,
Norbeck 1970:257, Paul 1953:449,,Smalley 1960:148, Whitten 1970'351,JO
Williams 1967:39, Yengoyan 1977:230. 4 A

34. Honigmann 1954:91,'Pelto and Pelto 1978:704,

35. Barth 1966:x1, Chagnon 1974:107, Gulick 1977:101, Junker 1960:16-7,
20-1; Perlmag 4970:316, Smalley 1960:147-9.

36. Freilich 1977:159, Hilger 1960:vii, Keiser 1970:230, Smalley 1960:
.151. rr

37, Freilich 1977:167, Griaule 1957:74, Gulick 1977:10D, Langness 1965:
46, McCall and Simmons 1969:74, Norbeck 1970:255, Pelto 1970:265-6, Roy-
al Anthropological Association 1951:46, Spradley 1979:75, Sturtevant
1959, Williams 1967:39, Whyte 1960:368.

38. Gulick 19771:100, McCall and Simmons 1969:74, Pelto'and Pelto 1978:
70, Spradley 1979:75, Whyte 1960 :366 -8.

39. Barth 1966:x-xi,'Boissevain
1970:80-1, Dentan 1970:96, Diamond 1970: "'-","%i

140, Gonzalez 1977:137, Gulick 1977:100Z1, Hilger 1960:Vi,ix-x; Hitch-
cock 40:176, Monigmana

1954:93, Larson 1964:144, McCall and Simmons
1969:74, Perlman 1970:311-2, Smalley 1960:151, Whitten 1970:351, lengo-

.yan 1977:232.

40. Boissevain
Dunker 1960:12, McCall and Simmons 1909:76,

Pelto 1970:266, Spradley 1979:76, Yengoyan 1977:231-2.
41. Williams 1967:40.

42. Williams 1967:39.

43. Boisaevain 1970:79, McCall and Simmons 1969 :73', Williams 1967:39,
Yengoyan 1977:231.-
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44. Sources that give some information on this form
7

of note taking in-

elude 'Gulick 1977, Nelson 1973, Robert3on 1978 Rose 1965.

A5. A source describing this form is Hostetler and Huntington 1970.

46..Sourdes describing this form are Boissevain 1970, Whyte 1955,.196G,

(and An McCall and Simmons 1969:75-6).

47. Sources describirig this form include Gulic 1977, McCall and Simmons

1969, Perlman 197.0, Sasaki 1960.

48. These include Beattie. 1965, Denton 1970, Hilger 1960, Honigmann-
.

1954, 1970;.Mead 1940, 1956; Norbeck 1970, PoFaerpaker 1966, Smalley

1960, Whitten 1970, Williams 1967.

49. 'In addition to the ,four adthors,cited in this section, very. brIef- -

accounts by Diamond (1970)and Vanstone (1962) indicate theyalso used a

system of this type.'

50.Using a conservative -figure of fifteen hours for the average field-

wark 'clay, this would entail that about riburs be spent daily in, record-.

. ing (and in associated activities).
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